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1 Introduction
The ATLAS detector [1] is a multi-purpose apparatus designed to study a wide range of physics
processes at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2] at CERN. In addition to measurements of Stan-
dard Model processes such as vector-boson and top-quark production, the properties of the newly
discovered Higgs boson [3, 4] are being investigated and searches are being carried out for as yet
undiscovered particles such as those predicted by theories including supersymmetry. All of these
studies rely heavily on the excellent performance of the ATLAS inner detector tracking system.
The semiconductor tracker (SCT) is a precision silicon microstrip detector which forms an integral
part of this tracking system.
The ATLAS detector is divided into three main components. A high-precision toroid-field
muon spectrometer surrounds electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, which in turn surround
the inner detector. This comprises three complementary subdetectors: a silicon pixel detector
covering radial distances1 between 50.5 mm and 150 mm, the SCT covering radial distances from
299 mm to 560 mm and a transition radiation tracker (TRT) covering radial distances from 563 mm
to 1066 mm. These detectors are surrounded by a superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T ax-
ial magnetic field. The layout of the inner detector, showing the SCT together with the pixel
detector and transition radiation tracker, is shown in figure 1. The inner detector measures the
trajectories of charged particles within the pseudorapidity range |η | < 2.5. It has been designed
to provide a transverse momentum resolution, in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis, of
σpT/pT = 0.05%× pT[ GeV]⊕1% and a transverse impact parameter resolution of 10 µm for high-
momentum particles in the central pseudorapidity region [1].
1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the centre of the
detector and the z-axis along the beam-pipe. The x-axis points from the interaction point to the centre of the LHC ring
and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r,φ ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal
angle around the beam-pipe. The pseudorapidity η is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η =− ln tan(θ/2).
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Figure 1. A cut-away view of the ATLAS inner detector.
After installation in the ATLAS cavern was completed in August 2008, the SCT underwent an
extensive period of commissioning and calibration before the start of LHC proton-proton collisions
in late 2009. The performance of the detector was measured using cosmic-ray data [5]; the intrinsic
hit efficiency and the noise occupancy were found to be well within the design requirements. This
paper describes the operation and performance of the SCT during the first years of LHC opera-
tion, from autumn 2009 to February 2013, referred to as ‘Run 1’. During this period the ATLAS
experiment collected proton-proton collision data at centre-of-mass energies of
√
s = 7 TeV and
8 TeV corresponding to integrated luminosities [6] of 5.1 fb−1 and 21.3 fb−1 respectively, together
with small amounts at
√
s = 900 GeV and 2.76 TeV. In addition, 158 µb−1 of lead-lead collision
data at a nucleon-nucleon centre-of-mass energy of 2.76 TeV and 30 nb−1 of proton-lead data at
a nucleon-nucleon centre-of-mass energy of 5 TeV were recorded. The collision data are used to
measure the intrinsic hit efficiency of the silicon modules and the Lorentz angle. Compared with
the previous results using cosmic-ray data [5], the efficiency measurements are now extended to
the endcap regions of the detector, and the large number of tracks has allowed the Lorentz angle
to be studied in more detail. In addition, studies of energy loss and δ -ray production in the silicon
have been performed.
The layout of this paper is as follows. The main components of the SCT are described briefly
in section 2. The operation of the detector is discussed in section 3. Offline reconstruction and sim-
ulation are outlined in section 4, and monitoring and data quality assessment discussed in section 5.
Section 6 presents performance results, including detector occupancy in physics running, noise oc-
cupancy, alignment, efficiency, measurements of the Lorentz angle and energy loss in the silicon
and a study of δ -ray production in silicon. Finally, section 7 describes the effects of radiation on
the detector.
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Figure 2. A schematic view of one quadrant of the SCT. The numbering scheme for barrel layers and endcap
disks is indicated, together with the radial and longitudinal coordinates in millimetres. The disks comprise
one, two or three rings of modules, referred to as inner, middle and outer relative to the beam pipe. The
figure distinguishes modules made from Hamamatsu (blue) or CiS (green) sensors; the middle ring of disk
2 contains modules of both types. The two sets of endcap disks are distinguished by the labels A (positive z)
and C (negative z).
2 The SCT detector
The main features of the SCT are described briefly in this section; full details can be found in
ref. [1].
2.1 Layout and modules
The SCT consists of 4088 modules of silicon-strip detectors arranged in four concentric barrels
(2112 modules) and two endcaps of nine disks each (988 modules per endcap), as shown in figure 2.
Each barrel or disk provides two strip measurements at a stereo angle which are combined to build
space-points. The SCT typically provides eight strip measurements (four space-points) for particles
originating in the beam-interaction region. The barrel modules [7] are of a uniform design, with
strips approximately parallel to the magnetic field and beam axis. Each module consists of four
rectangular silicon-strip sensors [8] with strips with a constant pitch of 80 µm; two sensors on
each side are daisy-chained together to give 768 strips of approximately 12 cm in length. A second
pair of identical sensors is glued back-to-back with the first pair at a stereo angle of 40 mrad. The
modules are mounted on cylindrical supports such that the module planes are at an angle to the
tangent to the cylinder of 11◦ for the inner two barrels and 11.25◦ for the outer two barrels, and
overlap by a few millimetres to provide a hermetic tiling in azimuth.
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Each endcap disk consists of up to three rings of modules [9] with trapezoidal sensors. The
strip direction is radial with constant azimuth and a mean pitch of 80 µm. As in the barrel, sensors
are glued back-to-back at a stereo angle of 40 mrad to provide space-points. Modules in the outer
and middle rings consist of two daisy-chained sensors on each side, whereas those in the inner
rings have one sensor per side.
All sensors are 285 µm thick and are constructed of high-resistivity n-type bulk silicon with
p-type implants. Aluminium readout strips are capacitatively coupled to the implant strips. The
barrel sensors and 75% of the endcap sensors were supplied by Hamamatsu Photonics,2 while the
remaining endcap sensors were supplied by CiS.3 Sensors supplied by the two manufacturers meet
the same performance specifications, but differ in design and processing details [8]. The majority
of the modules are constructed from silicon wafers with crystal lattice orientation (Miller indices)
<111>. However, a small number of modules in the barrel (∼90) use wafers with <100> lattice
orientation. For most purposes, sensors from the different manufacturers or with different crystal
orientation are indistinguishable, but differences in e.g. noise performance have been observed, as
discussed in section 6.2.
Measurements often require a selection on the angle of a track incident on a silicon module.
The angle between a track and the normal to the sensor in the plane defined by the normal to
the sensor and the local x-axis (i.e. the axis in the plane of the sensor perpendicular to the strip
direction) is termed φlocal. The angle between a track and the normal to the sensor in the plane
defined by the normal to the sensor and the local y-axis (i.e. the axis in the plane of the sensor
parallel to the strip direction) is termed θlocal.
2.2 Readout and data acquisition system
The SCT readout system was designed to operate with 0.2%–0.5% occupancy in the 6.3 million
sampled strips, for the original expectations for the LHC luminosity of 1×1034 cm−2s−1 and pile-
up4 of up to 23 interactions per bunch crossing. The strips are read out by radiation-hard front-end
ABCD chips [10] mounted on copper-polyimide flexible circuits termed the readout hybrids. Each
of the 128 channels of the ABCD has a preamplifier and shaper stage; the output has a shaping time
of ∼20 ns and is then discriminated to provide a binary output. A common discriminator threshold
is applied to all 128 channels, normally corresponding to a charge of 1 fC, and settable by an 8-bit
DAC. To compensate for variations in individual channel thresholds, each channel has its own 4-bit
DAC (TrimDAC) used to offset the comparator threshold and enable uniformity of response across
the chip. The step size for each TrimDAC setting can be set to four different values, as the spread
in uncorrected channel-to-channel variations is anticipated to increase with total ionising dose.
The binary output signal for each channel is latched to the 40 MHz LHC clock and stored in a
132-cell pipeline; the pipeline records the hit sequence for that channel for each clock cycle over
∼3.2 µs. Following a level-1 trigger, data for the preceding, in-time and following bunch crossings
are compressed and forwarded to the off-detector electronics. Several modes of data compression
have been used, as specified by the hit pattern for these three time bins:
2Hamamatsu Photonics Co. Ltd.,1126-1 Ichino-cho, Hamamastu, Shizuoka 431-3196, Japan.
3CiS Institut fu¨r Mikrosensorik gGmbH, Konrad-Zuse-Straße 14, 99099 Erfurt, Germany.
4The term pile-up refers to multiple pp interactions per bunch crossing.
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• Any hit mode; channels with a signal above threshold in any of the three bunch crossings
are read out. This mode is used when hits outside of the central bunch crossing need to be
recorded, for example to time in the detector or to record cosmic-ray data.
• Level mode (X1X); only channels with a signal above threshold in the in-time bunch crossing
are read out. This is the default mode used to record data in 2011–2013, when the LHC bunch
spacing was 50 ns, and was used for all data presented in this paper unless otherwise stated.
• Edge mode (01X); only channels with a signal above threshold in the in-time bunch crossing
and no hit in the preceding bunch crossing are read out. This mode is designed for 25 ns LHC
bunch spacing, to remove hits from interactions occurring in the preceding bunch crossing.
The off-detector readout system [11] comprises 90 9U readout-driver boards (RODs) and 90
back-of-crate (BOC) cards, housed in eight 9U VME crates. A schematic diagram of the data
acquisition system is shown in figure 3. Each ROD processes data for up to 48 modules, and the
BOC provides the optical interface between the ROD and the modules; the BOC also transmits
the reformatted data for those 48 modules to the ATLAS data acquisition (DAQ) chain via a single
fibre known as an ‘S-link’. There is one timing, trigger and control (TTC) stream per module
from the BOC to the module, and two data streams returned from each module corresponding to
the two sides of the module. The transmission is based on vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs) operating at a wavelength of 850 nm and uses radiation-hard fibres [12]. The TTC data
are broadcast at 40 Mb/s to the modules via 12-way VCSEL arrays, and converted back to electrical
signals by silicon p-i-n diodes on the on-detector optical harnesses. Data are optically transmitted
back from the modules at 40 Mb/s and received by arrays of silicon p-i-n diodes on the BOC.
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Figure 3. A schematic diagram of the SCT data acquisition hardware showing the main connections between
components.
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Redundancy is implemented for both the transmitting (TX) and receiving (RX) optical links,
in case of fibre breaks, VCSEL failures or diode problems. Redundancy is built into the TX system
by having electrical links from one module to its neighbour. If a module loses its TTC signal for
any reason, an electrical control line can be set which results in the neighbouring module sending a
copy of its TTC data to the module with the failed signal, without any impact on operation. For the
data links, one side of the module can be configured to be read out through the other link. Although
readout of both sides of the module though one RX link inevitably reduces the readout bandwidth,
this is still within design limits for SCT operation. For the barrel modules, readout of both sides
through one link also results in the loss of one ABCD chip on the re-routed link because the full
redundancy scheme was not implemented due to lack of space on the readout hybrid.
Table 1 shows the number of optical links configured to use the redundancy mechanism at the
end of data-taking in February 2013. The RX links configured to read out both module sides were
mainly due to connectivity defects during installation of the SCT, and the number remained stable
throughout Run 1. The use of the TX redundancy mechanism varied significantly due to VCSEL
failures, discussed in section 3.5.
Table 1. Numbers of optical links configured to use the redundancy mechanism in February 2013, in the
barrel, the endcaps and the whole SCT. The last column shows the corresponding fraction of all links in the
detector.
Links using redundancy mechanism
Links Barrel Endcaps SCT Fraction [%]
TX 9 5 14 0.3
RX 41 91 132 1.6
2.3 Detector services and control system
The SCT, together with the pixel detector, is cooled by a bi-phase evaporative system [13] which
is designed to deliver C3F8 fluid at −25◦C via 204 independent cooling loops within the low-
mass cooling structures on the detector. The target temperature for the SCT silicon sensors after
irradiation is −7◦C, which was chosen to moderate the effects of radiation damage. An interlock
system, fully implemented in hardware, using two temperature sensors located at the end of a
half cooling-loop for 24 barrel modules or either 10 or 13 endcap modules, prevents the silicon
modules from overheating in the event of a cooling failure by switching off power to the associated
channels within approximately one second. The cooling system is interfaced to and monitored by
the detector control system, and is operated independently of the status of SCT operation.
The SCT detector control system (DCS) [14] operates within the framework of the overall
ATLAS DCS [15]. Custom embedded local monitor boards [16], designed to operate in the strong
magnetic field and high-radiation environment within ATLAS, provide the interface between the
detector hardware and the readout system. Data communication through controller area network5
(CAN) buses, alarm handling and data display are handled by a series of PCs running the commer-
cial controls software PVSS-II.6
5CAN in Automation, Kontumazgarten 3, DE-90429, Nu¨renburg, Germany.
6ETM professional control GmbH, Marketstrasse 3, A-7000 Eisenstadt, Austria.
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The DCS is responsible for operating the power-supply system: setting the high-voltage (HV)
supplies to the voltage necessary to deplete the sensors and the low-voltage (LV) supplies for the
read-out electronics and optical-link operation. It monitors voltages and currents, and also environ-
mental parameters such as temperatures of sensors, support structures and cooling pipes, and the
relative humidity within the detector volume. The DCS must ensure safe and reliable operation of
the SCT, by taking appropriate action in the event of failure or error conditions.
The power-supply system is composed of 88 crates, each controlled by a local monitor board
and providing power for 48 LV/HV channels. For each channel, several parameters are monitored
and controlled, amounting to around 2500 variables per crate. A total of 16 CAN buses are needed
to ensure communication between the eight DCS PCs and the power-supply crates. The envi-
ronmental monitoring system reads temperatures and humidities of about 1000 sensors scattered
across the SCT volume, and computes dew points. Temperature sensors located on the outlet of
the cooling loops are read in parallel by the interlock system, which can send emergency stop sig-
nals to the appropriate power-supply crate by means of an interlock-matrix programmable chip in
the unlikely event of an unplanned cooling stoppage. All environmental sensors are read by local
monitor boards connected to two PCs, each using one CAN bus.
The SCT DCS is integrated into the ATLAS DCS via a finite state machine structure (where
the powering status of the SCT can be one of a finite number of states) forming a hierarchical tree.
States of the hardware are propagated up the tree and combined to form a global detector state,
while commands are propagated down from the user interfaces. Alarm conditions can be raised
when the data values from various parameters of the DCS go outside of defined limits.
Mitigation of electromagnetic interference and noise pickup from power lines is critical for
the electrical performance of the detector. Details of the grounding and shielding of the SCT are
described in ref. [17].
2.4 Frequency scanning interferometry
Frequency scanning interferometry (FSI) is a novel technique developed to monitor the alignment
stability of the detector by measuring distances between fiducial points on the support structure
with high precision [18]. It provides information to augment track-based alignment by determining
the internal distortions of the SCT structure on short, medium and long timescales. Lengths are
measured using 842 laser interferometers arranged in a geodetic grid covering the detector; the grid
layout is shown in figure 4a. The lengths of the grid lines are measured in real time and compared to
a reference length provided by an off-detector reference system in a controlled environment. Two
lasers are used to scan the frequencies in opposite directions (increasing, decreasing) to cancel drift
errors. The light from each laser is split into two beams to be sent simultaneously to the endcap and
barrel sections of the system. The beams are then split close to the detector into the hundreds of
interferometers. The same light is also sent to the reference system for later analysis. The working
principle of the individual interferometers is shown in figure 4b. The distance is measured between
two components of each interferometer: a ‘quill’ which contains the light delivery and return fibres,
and a distant retro-reflector. The wide-angle beam emerging from the quill provides tolerance to
small misalignments which may occur during the planned ten-year operational lifetime. As a trade
off, the interferometer provides a return signal of around only 1 pW per mW of input power, for a
1 m interferometer length.
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(a)
Diameter 2.5 mm
External reflector
punched in aluminium
with gold plating
Fused Silica
Beam-splitter
Width 5 mm
Height 2.5 mm
Length 9 mm
Grid Line
Retro-reflector
Quill
Return
Fibre
Delivery
Fibre
(b)
(c)
Figure 4. (a) The FSI grid layout across the SCT volume. (b) The grid-line interferometer design for the
FSI system. (c) The arrangement of each group of three grid-line interferometers on the barrel flange. The
colours used here for each line in the assembly are replicated in section 6.3.
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The FSI can be operated to measure either the absolute or relative phase changes of the inter-
ference patterns. In the absolute mode, absolute distances are measured with micron-level precision
over long periods. In the relative mode, the relative phase change of each interferometer is moni-
tored over short periods with a precision on distance approaching 50 nm. Both modes can be used
with all 842 grid lines.
The FSI has been in operation since 2009. The nominal power to the interferometers is 1 mW
per interferometer; however, during early operation, with low trip levels on the leakage current
from the sensors, this power was inducing too much leakage current in the silicon modules. For
this reason, the power output of the two main lasers was reduced to allow for safe SCT operation.
As the leakage current increased because of radiation damage, this limitation was relaxed and the
trip levels increased. In the current setup, the optical power delivered only allows analysis of data
from the 144 interferometers that measure distances between the four circular flanges at each end
of the barrel. These interferometers are grouped into 48 assemblies of three interferometers each,
which monitor displacements between the carbon-fibre support cylinders in adjacent barrel layers,
as illustrated in figure 4c.
2.5 Detector safety
The ATLAS detector safety system [19] protects the SCT and all other ATLAS detector systems by
bringing the detector to a safe state in the event of alarms arising from cooling system malfunction,
fire, smoke or the leakage of gases or liquids. Damage to the silicon sensors could also arise
as a result of substantial charge deposition during abnormal beam conditions. Beam conditions
are monitored by two devices based on radiation-hard polycrystalline chemical vapour deposition
diamond sensors.
The beam conditions monitor (BCM) [1, 20, 21] consists of two stations, forward and back-
ward, each with four modules located at z =±1.84 m and a radius of 5.5 cm. Each module has two
diamond sensors of 1 × 1 cm2 surface area and 500 µm thickness mounted back-to-back. The 1 ns
signal rise time allows discrimination of particle hits due to collisions (in-time) from background
(out-of-time). Background rates for the two circulating beams can be measured separately, and are
used to assess the conditions before ramping up the high voltage on the SCT modules.
The beam loss monitor (BLM) [22] consists of 12 diamond sensors located at a radius of
6.5 cm at z'±3.5 m. The radiation-induced currents in the sensors are averaged over various time
periods ranging from 40 µs to 84 s. The BLM triggers a fast extraction of the LHC beams if a high
loss rate is detected, i.e. if the current averaged over the shortest integration time of 40 µs exceeds
a preset threshold simultaneously in two modules on each side of the interaction point.
3 Operation
The LHC delivered proton-proton collision data at
√
s = 7 TeV corresponding to integrated lumi-
nosities of 47 pb−1 and 5.6 fb−1 in 2010 and 2011 respectively, and a further 23.3 fb−1 at
√
s =
8 TeV in 2012. There were also three periods of running with heavy ions instead of protons, each
approximately one month long. The SCT has been operational throughout all data-taking periods.
It delivered high-quality tracking data for 99.9%, 99.6% and 99.1% of the delivered proton-proton
luminosity in 2010, 2011 and 2012 respectively.
– 9 –
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The typical cycle of daily LHC operations involves a period of beam injection and energy
ramp, optimisation for collisions, declaration of collisions with stable conditions, a long period
of physics data-taking, and finally a dump of the beam. The SCT remains continuously powered
regardless of the LHC status. In the absence of stable beam conditions at the LHC, the SCT
modules are biased at a reduced high voltage of 50 V to ensure that the silicon sensors are only
partially depleted; in the unlikely event of a significant beam loss, this ensures that a maximum
of 50 V is applied temporarily across the strip oxides, which is not enough to cause electrical
breakdown. Normal data-taking requires a bias voltage of 150 V on the silicon in order to maximise
hit efficiencies for tracking, and the process of switching the SCT from standby at 50 V to on at
150 V is referred to as the ‘warm start’. Once the LHC declares stable beam conditions, the SCT is
automatically switched on if the LHC collimators are at their nominal positions for physics, if the
background rates measured in BCM, BLM and the ATLAS forward detectors are low enough, and
if the SCT hit occupancy with 50 V is consistent with the expected luminosity.
3.1 Detector status
The evaporative cooling system provided effective cooling for the SCT as well as the pixel sub-
detector throughout the Run 1 period. The system was usually operated continuously apart from
10–20 days of maintenance annually while the LHC was shut down. Routine maintenance (e.g.
compressor replacements) could be performed throughout the year without affecting the operation,
as only four of the available seven compressors were actually required for operation. In the first
year, the system had several problems with compressors, leaks of fluid and malfunctioning valves.
However, operation in 2011 and 2012 was significantly more stable, following increased experience
and optimisation of maintenance procedures. For example, in 2011 there were only two problems
coming from the system itself out of 19 cooling stops. The number of active cooling loops as a func-
tion of time during Run 1 is shown in figure 5a. Figure 5b shows the mean temperatures for each
barrel and each endcap ring in the same time period, as measured by sensors mounted on the hybrid
of each module. The inner three barrels were maintained at a hybrid temperature of approximately
2◦C, while the outermost barrel and the endcap disk temperatures were around 7◦C. The mean
temperatures of each layer were stable within about one degree throughout the three-year period.
The detector operative fraction was consistently high, with at least 99% of the SCT modules
functional and available for tracking throughout 2010 to 2013. Table 2 shows the numbers of
disabled detector elements at the end of data-taking in February 2013. The numbers are typical and
changed minimally during the Run 1 period. The number of disabled strips (mainly due to high
noise or unbonded channels) and non-functioning chips is negligible and the largest contribution
is due to disabled modules, as detailed in table 3. Half of the disabled modules are due to one
cooling loop permanently disabled as a result of an inaccessible leak in that loop. Fortunately
this only affects one quadrant of one of the outermost endcap disks, and has negligible impact
on tracking performance. The remaining disabled modules are predominantly due to on-detector
connection issues.
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1
(a)
1
(b)
Figure 5. (a) Number of active cooling loops during 2010 to 2012. Periods of pp collisions, heavy-ion
(HI) running and LHC shutdown periods are indicated. The periods of a few days with no active cooling
loops correspond to short technical stops of the LHC. (b) Mean hybrid temperature, Thybrid, as a function of
time (averaged over intervals of ten days). Values are shown for each barrel, and for each ring of endcap
modules, separately for endcap sides A and C. The values for barrel 3 exclude modules served by one cooling
loop (φ ∼ 90◦−135◦), which has a temperature consistently about 4◦C higher. The grey bands indicate the
extended periods without LHC beam around the end of each year.
Table 2. Numbers of disabled SCT detector elements in February 2013, in the barrel, the endcaps and the
whole SCT. The last column shows the corresponding fraction of all elements in the detector. The numbers
of chips (strips) exclude those in disabled modules (modules and chips).
Number of disabled elements
Component Barrel Endcaps SCT Fraction [%]
Modules 11 19 30 0.73
Chips 38 17 55 0.11
Strips 4111 7252 11363 0.18
Table 3. Numbers of disabled modules in February 2013 classified according to reason. The first three
columns show the numbers of modules affected by each issue for the barrel, endcaps and the whole SCT,
while the final column shows the corresponding fraction of all modules in the detector.
Number of disabled modules
Barrel Endcaps SCT Fraction [%]
Cooling 0 13 13 0.32
LV 6 1 7 0.17
HV 1 5 6 0.15
Readout 4 0 4 0.10
Total 11 19 30 0.73
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3.2 Calibration
Calibrations were regularly performed between LHC fills. The principle aim is to impose a 1 fC
threshold across all chips to ensure low noise occupancy (<5×10−4) and yet high hit efficiency
(>99%) for each channel. Calibrations also provide feedback to the offline event reconstruction,
and measurements of electrical parameters such as noise for use in studies of detector performance.
There are three categories of calibration tests:
• Electrical tests to optimise the chip configuration and to measure noise and gain, performed
every few days.
• Optical tests to optimise parameters relevant to the optical transmission and reception of data
between the back-of-crate cards and the modules, performed daily when possible.
• Digital tests to exercise and verify the digital functionality of the front-end chips, performed
occasionally.
The principle method of electrical calibration is a threshold scan. A burst of triggers is issued
and the occupancy (fraction of triggers which generate a hit) is measured while a chip parameter,
usually the discriminator setting, is varied in steps. Most electrical calibrations involve injecting a
known amount of charge into the front-end of the chip by applying a voltage step across a calibra-
tion capacitor. The response to the calibration charge when scanning the discriminator threshold
is parameterised using a complementary error function. The threshold at which the occupancy is
50% (vt50) corresponds to the median of the injected charge, while the Gaussian spread gives the
noise after amplification. The process is repeated for several calibration charges (typically 0.5 fC
to 8 fC). The channel gain is extracted from the dependence of vt50 on input charge (slope of the
response curve) and the input equivalent noise charge (ENC) is obtained by dividing the output
noise by the gain.
3.3 Timing
The trigger delivered to each SCT module must be delayed by an amount equal to the pipeline
length minus all external delays (e.g. those incurred by the trigger system and cable delays) in order
to select the correct position in the pipeline. Prior to collision data-taking, the trigger delay to each
of the 4088 modules was adjusted to compensate for the different cable and fibre lengths between
the optical transmitter on the BOC and the point of trigger signal distribution on the module, and
for the different times-of-flight for particles from collisions, depending on the geometric location
of the module. Further adjustments were applied using collision data.
On receipt of a level-1 trigger, the contents of three consecutive pipeline bins are sampled, and
the timing is considered optimal if the hit pattern arising from a particle from a collision in ATLAS
gives 01X (nothing in first bin, a hit in the middle bin, and either in the third bin). The procedure
for timing in the SCT is to take physics data with pp collisions while stepping through the timing
delay in (typically) 5 ns steps. The optimal delay is derived from the mid-point of the time-delay
range for which the fraction of recorded hits on reconstructed tracks satisfying 01X is maximal. In
general, such a timing scan was performed and any necessary timing adjustments applied during
the first collision runs in each year.
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Figure 6. The mean of the three-bin timing distribution across all SCT layers; 010 and 011 hits correspond to
1.0 and 1.5 in the plot, respectively. The error bars represent the r.m.s. spread of mean time bin for modules
in that layer.
A verification of the timing is performed by a check of the hit pattern in the three sampled
time bins during data-taking. For each module, a three-bin histogram is filled according to whether
a hit-on-track is above threshold in each time bin. After timing in, only the time-bin patterns 010
and 011 are significantly populated. The mean value of the histogram would be 1.0 if all hits were
010 and 1.5 if all hits were 011, since the second and third bins would be equally populated. The
mean value per layer for a high-luminosity pp run in October 2012 is shown in figure 6; the error
bars represent the r.m.s. spread of mean time bin for modules in that layer. The plot is typical, and
illustrates that the timing of the SCT is uniform. Around 71% of the hits-on-track in this run have a
time-bin pattern of 011. This fraction varies by about 1% from layer to layer and 2.5% for modules
within a layer.
3.4 Data-taking efficiency
There are three potential sources of data-taking inefficiency: the time taken to switch on the SCT
upon the declaration of stable beam conditions, errors from the chips which flag that data fragments
from those chips cannot be used for tracking, and a signal (known as ‘busy’) from the SCT DAQ
which inhibits ATLAS data-taking due to a DAQ fault. Of these, the busy signal was the dominant
cause of the ∼0.9% loss in data-taking efficiency in 2012; the warm start typically took 60 sec-
onds, which was shorter than the time taken by some other subsystems in ATLAS; the chip errors
effectively reduced the detector acceptance but had little impact on overall data-taking efficiency.
The presence of ROD busy signals was mainly due to the very high occupancy and trigger rates
experienced during 2012; the mean number of interactions per bunch crossing during pp collisions
routinely exceeded the original design expectations of around 23, often reaching 30 or more with
level-1 trigger rates of typically 60–80 kHz. Although the bandwidth of the DAQ was sufficient
to cope with these conditions, the high occupancy and rate exposed shortcomings in the on-ROD
processing and decoding of the data which led to an increased rate of disabled data links and also
ROD busy signals. Specifically, problems within the ROD firmware were exposed by optical noise
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on the data-link inputs (often associated with failures of the TX optical transmitters and also high
current from some endcap modules with CiS sensors), and by specific high-occupancy conditions.
It is anticipated that these issues will be resolved in later ATLAS runs by upgrades to the ROD
firmware. The impact on data-taking efficiency was mitigated by introducing the ability to remove
a ROD which holds busy indefinitely from the ATLAS DAQ, reconfigure the affected modules, and
then to re-integrate the ROD without interruption to ATLAS data-taking.
The DAQ may flag an error in the data stream if there is an LV fault to the module or if the
chips become desynchronised from the ATLAS system due to single-event upsets (soft errors in
the electronics). The rate of link errors was minimised by the online monitoring of chip errors in
the data and the automatic reconfiguration of the modules with those errors. In addition, in 2011
an automatic global reconfiguration of all SCT module chips every 30 minutes was implemented,
as a precaution against subtle deterioration in chip configurations as a result of single-event upsets.
Figure 7 shows the fraction of links giving errors in physics runs during 2012 data-taking; the rate
of such errors was generally very low despite the ROD data-processing issues which artificially
increased the rate of such errors during periods with high trigger rates and high occupancy levels.
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Figure 7. Fraction of data links giving errors during 2012 data-taking.
3.5 Operations issues
Operations from 2010 to 2013 were reasonably trouble-free with little need for expert intervention,
other than performing regular calibrations between physics fills. However, a small number of
issues needed vigilance and expert intervention on an occasional basis. Apart from the ROD-busy
issues discussed above, the main actions were to monitor and adjust the leakage-current trip limits
to counter the increase in leakage currents due to radiation or due to anomalous leakage-current
behaviour (see section 7.5), and the replacement of failing off-detector optical transmitters.
The only significant component failure for the SCT has been the VCSEL arrays of the off-
detector TX optical transmitters (see section 2.2). The immediate consequence of a TX channel
failure was that the module no longer received the clock and command signals, and therefore no
longer returned data. VCSEL failures were originally attributed to inadequate electrostatic dis-
charge (ESD) precautions during the assembly of the VCSEL arrays into the TX plug-in, and the
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entire operational stock of 364 of the 12-channel TXs were replaced in 2009 with units manufac-
tured with improved ESD procedures. Although this resulted in a small improvement in lifetime,
further TX channel failures continued at a rate of 10–12 per week. These failures were finally
attributed to degradation arising from exposure of the VCSELs to humidity. In 2012, new VCSEL
arrays were installed; these VCSELs contained a dielectric layer to act as a moisture barrier. As
expected these TXs demonstrated improved robustness against humidity, compared to the older ar-
rays, when measuring the optical spectra of the VCSEL light in controlled conditions [23]. During
2012, the new VCSELs nonetheless had a small but significant failure rate, suspected to be a result
of mechanical stress arising from thermal mismatch between the optical epoxy on the VCSEL sur-
face and the GaAs of the VCSEL itself. This was despite the introduction of dry air to the ROD
racks in 2012, which reduced the relative humidity levels from∼50% in 2010 to∼30%. For future
ATLAS runs, commercially available VCSELs inside optical sub-assemblies, with proven robust-
ness and reliability, and packaged appropriately on a TX plug-in for the BOC, will be installed.
Operationally, the impact of the TX failures was minimised by the use of the TX redundancy
mechanism, which could be applied during breaks between physics fills. If this was not available
(for example, if the module providing the redundancy was also using the redundancy mechanism
itself) then the module was disabled until the opportunity arose to replace the TX plug-in on the
BOC. As a consequence, the number of disabled modules fluctuated slightly throughout the years,
but rarely increased by more than 5–10 modules.
The RX data links have been significantly more reliable than the TX links, which is attributed
to the use of a different VCSEL technology7 and the fact that the on-detector VCSELs operate at
near-zero humidity. There have been nine confirmed failures of on-detector VCSEL channels since
the beginning of SCT operations. The RX lifetime will be closely monitored over the coming years;
replacements of failed RX VCSELs will not be possible due to the inaccessibility of the detector,
so RX redundancy will remain the only option for RX failures.
4 Offline reconstruction and simulation
4.1 Track reconstruction
Tracks are reconstructed using ATLAS software within the Athena framework [24]. Most studies
in this paper use tracks reconstructed from the whole inner detector, i.e. including pixel detector,
SCT and TRT hits, using the reconstruction algorithms described in ref. [25]. For some specialised
studies, tracks are reconstructed from SCT hits alone.
The raw data from each detector are first decoded and checked for error conditions. Groups of
contiguous SCT strips with a hit are grouped into a cluster. Channels which are noisy, as determined
from either the online calibration data or offline monitoring (see section 5.4), or which have other
identified problems, are rejected at this stage. It is also possible to select or reject strips with
specific hit patterns in the three time bins, for example to study the effect of requiring an X1X hit
pattern (see section 2.2) on data taken in any-hit mode. The one-dimensional clusters from the two
sides of a module are combined into three-dimensional space-points using knowledge of the stereo
angle and the radial (longitudinal) positions of the barrel (endcap) modules.
7These VCSELs used the older proton-implant technology for current channelling. This technology is more reliable
but has become obsolete and has been replaced by oxide-implant VCSELs.
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Pixel clusters are formed from groups of contiguous pixels with hits, in a fashion similar to
clusters of SCT strips. In this case, knowledge of the position of a single pixel cluster is enough
to construct a space-point. The three-dimensional space-points in the pixel detector and the SCT,
together with drift circles in the TRT, form the input to the pattern recognition algorithms.
Track seeds are formed from sets of three space-points in the silicon detectors; each space-
point must originate in a different layer. The seeds are used to define roads, and further silicon
clusters within these roads are added to form track candidates. Clusters can be attached to multiple
track candidates. An ambiguity-resolving algorithm is used to reject poor track candidates until
hits are assigned to only the most promising one. A track fit is performed to the clusters associated
to each track. Finally, the track is extended into the TRT by adding drift circles consistent with the
track extension, and a final combined fit is performed [26].
The reconstruction of SCT-only tracks is similar, but only SCT space-points are used in the
initial seeds, and only SCT clusters in the final track fit.
The average number of SCT clusters per track is around eight in the barrel region (|η | .
1) and around nine in the endcap regions, as shown in figure 8 for a sample of minimum-bias
events recorded at
√
s = 8 TeV. In this figure, data are compared with simulated minimum-bias
events generated using PYTHIA8 [27] with the A2:MSTW2008LO tune [28]. The simulation is
reweighted such that the vertex z position and track transverse momentum distributions match those
observed in the data. The tracks are required to have at least six hits in the SCT and at least two
hits in the pixel detector, transverse (d0) and longitudinal (z0) impact parameters with respect to
the primary vertex of |d0|< 1.5 mm and |z0 sinθ |< 4 mm respectively, and a minimum transverse
momentum of 100 MeV. The variation with pseudorapidity of the mean number of hits arises
primarily from the detector geometry. The offset of the mean primary-vertex position in z with
respect to the centre of the detector gives rise to the small asymmetry seen in the barrel region. The
variation in mean number of hits with pseudorapidity is well reproduced by the simulation.
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Figure 8. Comparison between data (dots) and simulation (histogram) of the average number of SCT clusters
(hits) per track as a function of pseudorapidity, η , measured in minimum-bias events at
√
s =8 TeV.
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4.2 Track alignment
Good knowledge of the alignment of the inner detector is critical in obtaining the optimal tracking
performance. The design requirement is that the resolution of track parameters be degraded by
no more than 20% with respect to the intrinsic resolution [29], which means that the SCT modules
must be aligned with a precision of 12 µm in the direction perpendicular to the strips. The principle
method of determining the inner detector alignment uses a χ2 technique that minimises the residu-
als to fitted tracks from pp collision events. Alignment is performed sequentially at different levels
of detector granularity starting with the largest structures (barrel, endcaps) followed by alignment
of individual layers and finally the positions of individual modules are optimised. The number of
degrees of freedom at the different levels increases from 24 at the first level to 23328 at the module
level. This kind of alignment addresses the ‘strong modes’, where a misalignment would change
the χ2 distribution of the residuals to a track. There is also a class of misalignment where the χ2
fit to a single track is not affected but the value of measured momentum is systematically shifted.
These are the ‘weak-mode’ misalignments which are measured using a variety of techniques, for
example using tracks from the decay products of resonances like the J/ψ and the Z boson. Details
of the alignment techniques used in the ATLAS experiment can be found elsewhere [30, 31].
The performance of the alignment procedure for the SCT modules is validated using high-pT
tracks in Z → µµ events in pp collision data at √s = 8 TeV collected in 2012. Figure 9 shows
residual distributions in x (i.e. perpendicular to the strip direction) for one representative barrel and
one endcap disk, compared with the corresponding distributions from simulations with an ideal
geometry. The good agreement between the data and simulation in the measured widths indicates
that the single plane position resolution of the SCT after alignment is very close to the design
value of 17 µm in r–φ . Similar good agreement is seen in all other layers. From a study of the
residual distances of the second-nearest cluster to a track in each traversed module, the two-particle
resolution is estimated to be ∼120 µm.
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Figure 9. Distributions of residuals measured in Z→ µµ events at √s = 8 TeV for data (points) compared
with simulation (histogram), for (a) barrel 4 and (b) disk 3 of endcap A.
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4.3 Simulation
Most physics measurements performed by the ATLAS collaboration rely on Monte Carlo simu-
lations, for example to calculate acceptances or efficiencies, to optimise cuts in searches for new
physics phenomena or to understand the performance of the detector. Accurate simulation of the
detector is therefore of great importance. Simulation of the SCT is carried out using GEANT4 [32]
within the ATLAS simulation framework [33]. A detailed model of the SCT detector geometry is
incorporated in the simulation program. The silicon wafers are modelled with a uniform thickness
of 285 µm and planar geometry; the distortions measured in the real modules [7] are small and
therefore not simulated. Modules can be displaced from their nominal positions to reflect those
measured in the track alignment procedure in data. All services, support structures and other inert
material are included in the simulation. The total mass of the SCT in simulation matches the best
estimate of that of the real detector, which is known to a precision of better than 5%.
Propagation of charged particles through the detector is performed by GEANT4. An important
parameter is the range cut, above which secondary particles are produced and tracked. In the silicon
wafers this cut is set to 50 µm, which corresponds to kinetic energies of 80 keV, 79 keV and 1.7 keV
for electrons, positrons and photons, respectively. During the tracking, the position and energy
deposition of each charged particle traversing a silicon wafer are stored. These energy deposits are
converted into strip hits in a process known as digitisation, described below. The simulated data are
reconstructed using the same software as used for real data. Inoperative modules, chips and strips
are simulated to match average data conditions.
4.3.1 Digitisation model
The digitisation model starts by converting the energy deposited in each charged-particle tracking
step in the silicon into a charge on the readout electrodes. Each tracking step, which may be the full
width of the wafer, is split into 5 µm sub-steps, and the energy deposited shared uniformly among
these sub-steps. The energy is converted to charge using the mean electron-hole pair-creation en-
ergy of 3.63 eV/pair, and the hole charge is drifted to the wafer readout surface in a single step
taking into account the Lorentz angle, θL, and diffusion. The Lorentz angle is the angle between
the drift direction and the normal to the plane of the sensor which arises when the charge carriers
are subject to the magnetic field from the solenoid as well as the electric field generated by the
bias voltage. A single value of the Lorentz angle, calculated as described in section 6.5 assuming
a uniform value of the electric field over the entire depth of the wafer, is used irrespective of the
original position of the hole cloud. The drift time is calculated as the sum of two components: one
corresponding to drift perpendicular to the detector surface, calculated assuming an electric field
distribution as in a uniform flat diode, and a second corresponding to drift along the surface, intro-
duced to address deficiencies in the simple model and give better agreement with test-beam data.
The second step in the digitisation process is the simulation of the electronics response. For
each charge arriving at a readout strip, the amplifier response at three times, corresponding to
the three detector readout bins, is calculated. The cross-talk signal excited in each neighbouring
strip, which is a differential form of the main strip pulse, is also calculated. Electronic noise
is added to the strips with charge, generated from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and
standard deviation equal to the equivalent noise charge taken from data. The noise is generated
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independently for each time bin. Finally, strips with a signal above the readout threshold, normally
1 fC, are recorded. Further random strips from among those without any charge deposited are added
to the list of those read out, to reproduce the noise occupancy observed in data.
4.3.2 Induced-charge model
In order to understand better the performance of the detector, and to check the predictions of the
simple digitisation model, a full, but time-consuming, calculation was used. In this ‘induced-
charge model’ the drift of both electrons and holes in the silicon is traced step-by-step from the
point of production to the strips or HV plane, and the charge induced on the strips from this motion
calculated using a weighting potential according to Ramo’s theorem [34, 35].
The electron and hole trajectories are split into steps with corresponding time duration δ t =
0.1 ns or 0.25 ns. The magnitude of the drift velocity vd at each step is calculated as:
vd = µdE (4.1)
where µd is the mobility and E is the magnitude of the electric field strength. The effect of dif-
fusion is included by choosing the actual step length, independently in each of two perpendicular
distributions, from a Gaussian distribution of width σ given by:
σ =
√
2Dδ t; with D = kBTµd/e (4.2)
where the diffusion coefficient D depends on the temperature T ; kB is Boltzmann’s constant and
−e the electron charge. The electric field at each point is calculated using a two-dimensional finite-
element model (FEM); the dielectric constant (11.6 0) and the donor concentration in the depleted
region are taken into account in the FEM calculation. In the presence of a magnetic field, the
direction of drift is rotated by the local Lorentz angle.
The induced charge on a strip is calculated from the motion of the holes and electrons using a
weighting potential obtained using the same two-dimensional FEM by setting the potential of one
strip to 1 V with all the other strips and the HV plane at ground. In the calculation the space charge
is set to zero since its presence does not affect the validity of Ramo’s theorem [36]. The simulation
of the electronics response follows the same procedure as in the default digitisation model above.
The induced-charge model predicts an earlier peaking time for the charge collected on a strip
than the default model: up to 10 ns for charge deposited midway between strips. However, after
simulation of the amplifier response and adjusting the timing to maximise the fraction of clusters
with a 01X time-bin pattern, the output pulse shapes from the two models are similar. The mean
cluster widths predicted by the induced-charge model are slightly larger than those predicted by
the default digitisation model. The difference is about 0.02 strips (1.6 µm) for tracks with incident
angles near to the Lorentz angle. The position of the minimum cluster width occurs at incident
angles about 0.1◦ larger in the induced-charge model. Since the differences between the two models
are small, the default digitisation model described in section 4.3.1 is used in the ATLAS simulation.
4.4 Conditions data
The offline reconstruction makes use of data describing the detector conditions in several ways.
First, bad channels are rejected from cluster formation. In the pattern recognition stage, knowledge
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of dead detector elements is used in resolving ambiguities. Measured values of module bias voltage
and temperature are used to calculate the Lorentz angle in the track reconstruction. In addition,
measured chip gains and noise are used in the simulation. The conditions data, stored in the ATLAS
COOL database [37], arise from several sources:
• Detector configuration. These data include which links are in the readout, use of the redun-
dancy mechanism, etc., and are updated when the detector configuration is changed. They
cannot be updated during a run.
• DCS. The data from the detector control system (see section 2.3) most pertinent to recon-
struction are module bias voltage values and temperatures. Data from modules which are not
at their nominal bias voltage value are excluded from reconstruction at the cluster-formation
stage. This condition removes modules which suffer an occasional high-voltage trip, result-
ing in high noise occupancy, for the duration of that trip.
• Online calibration. In reconstruction, use of online calibration data is limited to removing
individual strips with problems. These are mostly ones which were found to be noisy in the
latest preceding calibration runs.
• Offline monitoring. Noisy strips are identified offline run-by-run, as described in section 5.4.
These are also removed during cluster formation.
5 Monitoring and data quality assessment
Continuous monitoring of the SCT data is essential to ensure good-quality data for physics analysis.
Data quality monitoring is performed both online and offline.
5.1 Online monitoring
The online monitoring provides immediate feedback on the condition of the SCT, allowing quick
diagnosis of issues that require intervention during a run. These may include the recovery of a
module or ROD that is not returning data, or occasionally a more serious problem which requires
the early termination of a run and restart.
The fastest feedback is provided by monitoring the raw hit data. Although limited in scope,
this monitoring allows high statistics, minimal trigger bias and fast detector feedback. The number
of readout errors, strip hits and simple space-points (identified as a coincidence between hits on
the two sides of a module within ±128 strips of each other) are monitored as a function of time
and features of a run can be studied. During collisions the hit rate increases by several orders of
magnitude. This monitoring is particularly useful for providing speedy feedback on the condition
of the beam, and is used extensively during LHC commissioning and the warm-start procedure.
In addition to raw-data monitoring, a fraction of events is fully reconstructed online, and mon-
itoring histograms are produced as described below for the offline case. Automatic checks are
performed on the histograms [38, 39] and warnings and alarms issued to the shift crew (‘shifters’).
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5.2 Offline monitoring
Offline monitoring allows the data quality to be checked in more detail, and an assessment of the
suitability of the data for use in physics analyses to be made. A subsample of events is recon-
structed promptly at the ATLAS Tier0 computer farm. Monitoring plots are produced as part of
this reconstruction, and used to assess data quality. These plots typically integrate over a whole
run, but may cover shorter periods in specific cases. Histograms used to assess the performance of
the SCT include:
• Modules excluded from the readout configuration (see section 3.1).
• Modules giving readout errors. In some cases the error rates are calculated per luminosity
block so that problematic periods can be determined.
• Hit efficiencies (see section 6.4). The average hit efficiency for each barrel layer and endcap
disk is monitored, as well as the efficiencies of the individual modules. Localised inefficien-
cies can be indicative of problematic modules, whereas global inefficiencies may be due to
timing problems or poor alignment constants.
• Noise occupancy calculated using two different methods. The first counts hits not included
in space-points, and is only suitable for very low-multiplicity data. The second uses the ratio
of the number of modules with at least one hit on one side only to the number with no hit on
either side.
• Time-bin hit patterns for hits on a track (section 2.2), which gives an indication of how well
the detectors are timed in to the bunch crossings.
• Tracking performance distributions. These include the number of SCT hits per track, trans-
verse momentum, η , φ and impact parameter distributions; track fit residual and pull distri-
butions.
Automatic checks are performed on these histograms using the offline data quality monitoring
framework [40], and they are also reviewed by a shifter. They form the basis of the data quality
assessment discussed in the next section.
5.3 Data quality assessment
The data quality is assessed for every run collected, and the results are stored in a database [41] by
setting one or more ‘defect flags’ if a problem is found. Each defect flag corresponds to a particular
problem, and may be set for a whole run or only a short period. Several defect flags may be set
for the same period. These flags are used later to define good data for physics analysis. The SCT
defect flags also provide operational feedback as to the current performance of the detector.
The fraction of the data recorded which is affected by each SCT issue is given in the upper
two parts of table 4. The uppermost part of the table shows intolerable defects, which lead to
the affected runs or luminosity-block ranges being excluded from physics analyses. The most
common problem in this category is the exclusion of two or more RODs (96 modules, 2.3% of
the detector) or a whole crate (12% of the detector) from the readout, which results in a loss in
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tracking coverage in a region of the detector. The exclusion of RODs or crates affects a limited but
significant region of the detector. Other intolerable defects affect the whole detector. The global
reconfiguration of all readout chips occasionally causes data errors for a short period; the SCT can
become desynchronised from the rest of ATLAS; occasionally data are recorded with the modules
at standby voltage (50 V).
For more minor issues, or when the excluded modules have less of an impact on tracking
coverage, a tolerable defect is set. These defects are shown in the central part of table 4. One
excluded ROD is included in this category. A single excluded ROD in the endcap (the most usual
case) has little impact on tracking because it generally serves modules on one disk only. A ROD
in the barrel serves modules in all layers in an azimuthal sector, and thus may affect tracking
performance; this is assessed as part of the global tracking performance checks. Other tolerable
defects include more than 40 modules excluded from the readout or giving readout errors, which
indicate detector problems but do not significantly affect tracking performance. Although noise
occupancy is monitored, no defect is set for excessive noise occupancy.
In addition to SCT-specific checks, the global tracking performance of the inner detector is
also evaluated, and may indicate problems which arise from the SCT but which are not flagged
with SCT defects, or which are flagged as tolerable by the SCT but are intolerable when the whole
inner detector is considered. This corresponds to situations where the pixel detector or TRT have a
simultaneous minor problem in a similar angular region. The fraction of data affected by issues de-
termined from global tracking performance is given in the lower part of table 4. There is significant
overlap between the SCT defects and the tracking performance defects.
The total fraction of data flagged as bad for physics in 2011 (2012) by SCT-specific checks was
0.44% (0.89%). A further 0.33% (0.56%) of data in 2011 (2012) was flagged as bad for physics by
tracking performance checks but not by the SCT alone. The higher fraction in 2012 mainly resulted
from RODs disabled due to high occupancy and trigger rates, as discussed in section 3.4.
5.4 Prompt calibration loop
Reconstruction of ATLAS data proceeds in two stages. First a fraction of the data from each run is
reconstructed immediately, to allow detailed data quality and detector performance checks. This is
followed by bulk reconstruction some 24–48 hours after the end of the run. This delay allows time
for updated detector calibrations to be obtained. For the SCT no offline calibrations are performed
during this prompt calibration loop, but the period is used to obtain conditions data. In particular,
strips that have become noisy since the last online calibration period are found and excluded from
the subsequent bulk reconstruction. Other conditions data, such as dead strips or chips, are obtained
for monitoring the SCT performance.
The search for noisy strips uses a special data stream triggered on empty bunch crossings, so
that no collision hits should be present. Events are written to this stream at a rate of 2–10 Hz, giving
sufficient data to determine noisy strips run by run for all but the shortest runs. Processing is per-
formed automatically on the CERN Tier0 computers and the results are uploaded to the conditions
database after a check by the shifter.
A noisy strip is defined as one with an average occupancy (during the period with HV on) of
more than 1.5%. Excluding those already identified as noisy in the online calibration runs (0.06%
of strips in 2012–2013), the number of noisy strips found has increased from ∼100 during 2010 to
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Table 4. The data quality defects recorded for 2011 and 2012, and percentage of the luminosity affected. The
data assigned intolerable defects (marked ‘Y’ in the table) are not included in physics analyses. Empty en-
tries indicate that the defect was not defined for that year. Multiple defect flags may be set for the same data.
Intolerable Luminosity
Defect Description Defect Affected [%]
2011 2012
SCT intolerable defects
Crate(s) excluded from readout Y 0.23 0.07
Two or more RODs excluded from readout Y 0.15 0.45
SCT global desynchronisation Y 0.04 0.00
SCT bias voltage at standby (50 V) Y 0.02 0.07
Readout errors after global reconfiguration Y – 0.30
SCT tolerable defects
Less than 99% average efficiency in one of barrel or endcap regions N 8.75 8.33
SCT not at standard bias voltage N 1.64 0.05
More than 40 modules with errors in short period of time N 1.13 0.43
Exactly one ROD excluded from readout N 0.93 2.90
More than 40 modules with errors N 0.74 1.88
Non-standard timing, e.g. timing scans N 0.06 0.21
More than 40 modules excluded N – 0.82
Too few events for DQ judgement N 0.00 0.05
Tracking performance defects
Global tracking performance is impacted by SCT issue N 1.09 2.09
Significant loss of tracking coverage Y 0.71 0.94
SCT impacting b-tagging performance N – 0.35
SCT seriously impacting b-tagging performance Y – 0.10
a few thousand during 2012, as shown in figure 10. Significant fluctuations are observed from run
to run. These arise from two sources: single-event upsets causing whole chips to become noisy and
the abnormal leakage-current increases observed in some endcap modules (see section 7). Both of
these effects depend on the instantaneous luminosity, and thus vary from run to run. The maximum
number of noisy strips, observed in a few runs, corresponds to < 0.25% of the total number of
strips in the detector.
6 Performance
6.1 Detector occupancy
The design of the SCT was optimised to have low detector occupancy to reduce confusion in
pattern recognition that arises in high-multiplicity final states resulting from multiple proton-proton
interactions. For the initial design luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 at a beam-crossing rate of 40 MHz
the mean number of interactions per crossing was expected to be 23. In these circumstances, the
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Figure 11. Mean occupancy of (a) each barrel and (b) inner, middle and outer modules of endcap disk 3 as
a function of the number of interactions per bunch crossing in minimum-bias pp data. Values for less than
40 interactions per bunch crossing are from collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV, those for higher values from collisions
at
√
s = 8 TeV, which have an occupancy larger by a factor of about 1.03 for the same number of interactions
per bunch crossing.
mean strip occupancy was expected to be less than 1%. In 2012 with an LHC bunch-spacing of
50 ns the design goals for pile-up were exceeded with no significant loss of tracking efficiency.
In figure 11 the occupancy, defined as the number of strips above threshold divided by the
total number of strips, is shown for the four barrels and for the different module types in one
representative endcap disk (averaging over both endcaps). The SCT was read out in level mode, i.e.
demanding a hit in the in-time bunch crossing, and noisy strips identified in online calibration runs
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Figure 12. Maximum sustainable level-1 trigger rate for the transfer of data from (a) front-end chip to ROD
and (b) ROD to ATLAS DAQ chain, as a function of the mean number of interactions per bunch crossing,
µ . Values are calculated from measured event sizes in pp interactions at
√
s = 8 TeV assuming 90% of
the available data-link bandwidth is used. Each link is shown as a separate curve. Increasing numbers of
superimposed curves are indicated by changes of colour from blue through green and yellow to red. The
dashed lines indicate the typical 2012 trigger rate of 70 kHz.
or the prompt calibration loop were removed. The data were recorded using a minimum-bias trigger
in special high pile-up runs, where average numbers of interactions per bunch crossing greater than
the 35 routinely seen in physics runs could be achieved, and events were required to have at least
one reconstructed primary vertex. Values for less than 40 interactions per bunch crossing are from
collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV, those for higher values from collisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The occupancy
at 8 TeV is expected to be a factor of about 1.03 larger than at 7 TeV for the same number of
interactions per bunch crossing. Allowing for this, good linearity is observed up to 70 interactions
per crossing, where the average occupancy is less than 2% in the innermost barrel and∼1.5% in the
middle modules of the central disks (the middle modules have the largest pseudorapidity coverage
and hence largest occupancy in the endcaps).
The readout links were designed to accommodate up to 2% occupancy at a level-1 trigger
rate of 100 kHz without imposing dead-time. If the trigger rate and/or occupancy is significantly
increased beyond these limits, the first two limiting bottlenecks within the SCT DAQ are the band-
width of the data links between the modules and the BOCs, and the bandwidth of the data fibres
(S-links) that connect the RODs and BOCs to the ATLAS DAQ chain. The data volumes in these
links were studied in pp collision data at
√
s = 8 TeV to identify any potential problems. The stud-
ies used the data stream that is reconstructed immediately for data quality assessment. The detector
occupancy in this stream, which comprises a mixture of triggers, is a few percent higher than in
minimum-bias events. The measured data size for each of the optical links was used to calculate
the maximum sustainable rate of level-1 triggers as a function of the mean number of inelastic pp
interactions per bunch crossing, µ . The maximum sustainable rate assumes 90% of the data-link
bandwidth is used. The results for each of the 8176 links from front-end chip to ROD, excluding
the small number reading out both module sides, are shown in figure 12a. Figure 12b shows a
similar distribution for the transfer of data on the 90 S-links. It can be seen from these plots that
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the slowest data links are still adequate up to a pile-up, µ , of 120, while the S-links impose a limit
of µ < 62 at the typical 2012 trigger rate of 70 kHz.
Significant increases in trigger rate and pile-up are anticipated with the increase in instanta-
neous luminosities foreseen at the LHC beyond 2015 at
√
s = 14 TeV. The increase in multiplicity
and trigger rate will impose a reduced limit on µ of ∼87 and ∼33 at 100 kHz for the data links
and S-links respectively, if there are no changes made to the existing DAQ. The limit from the data
links arises from components mounted on the detector, and therefore cannot be improved. The
limit from the S-links will be improved by increasing the number of RODs, BOCs and S-links
from 90 to 128; the load per S-link will therefore be reduced and balanced in a more equal way.
In addition, edge-mode readout (01X, see section 2.2)) will be deployed to minimise the effect of
hits from one bunch crossing appearing in another, and an improved data-compression algorithm
will be deployed in the ROD. As a result of these changes, the slowest S-link will be able to sustain
a level-1 trigger rate of 100 kHz at µ = 87, which matches the hard limit from the front-end data
links. This corresponds to a luminosity of 3.2×1034 cm−2s−1 with 25 ns bunch spacing and 2808
bunches per beam.
6.2 Noise
One of the crucial conditions for maintaining high tracking efficiency is to keep the read-out thresh-
olds as low as possible. This is only possible when the input noise level is kept low. There are two
ways of measuring the input equivalent noise charge (ENC, in units of number of electrons) in
dedicated calibration runs:
1. Response-curve noise: in three-point gain-calibration runs, a threshold scan is performed
with a known charge injected into each channel, as described in section 3.2. The Gaussian
spread of the output noise value at the injection charge of 2 fC (chosen because this value is
well clear of non-linearities which can appear below 1 fC) is obtained by fitting the threshold
curve. The ENC is calculated by dividing the output noise by the calibration gain of the
front-end amplifier.
2. Noise Occupancy (NO): in the noise-occupancy calibration runs, a threshold scan with no
charge injection is performed to obtain the occupancy as a function of threshold charge. The
ENC is estimated from a linear fit to the dependence on threshold charge of the logarithm of
noise occupancy.
The former value reflects the width of the Gaussian-like noise distribution around ±1σ while the
latter is a measure of the noise tail at around +4σ , being sensitive to external sources such as
common-mode noise. Whenever the corresponding calibration runs are performed, the mean values
of the response-curve ENC or NO at 1 fC for each chip are saved for later analyses. These two
noise estimates correlate fairly well chip-by-chip, but ENC values deduced from noise occupancies
are sytematically smaller by about 5% [42]. Below, unless specified, ‘noise’ refers to the ENC
value from the response-curve width, and is measured for modules with bias voltage at the normal
operating value of 150 V.
Figure 13 shows the distributions of chip-averaged response-curve ENC values and noise occu-
pancies at 1 fC as of October 2010 and December 2012 for different module types. For the barrels,
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only modules with <111> sensors are plotted; barrel 6, which has a higher temperature and thus
higher noise, is shown separately from the other three barrels. For the endcaps, chips reading out
Hamamatsu and CiS sensors are shown separately. Clusters around 1000 electrons in figure 13a
reflect the shorter strip lengths of endcap inner and middle-short sensors. Noise occupancies of
endcap inner and middle-short modules are not shown due to large errors on the low occupancy
values. Almost all chips satisfy the SCT requirement of less than 5×10−4 in noise occupancy for
both periods.
(a) (b)
Figure 13. Distributions of chip-averaged (a) ENC from response-curve tests and (b) noise occupancy at
1 fC from calibration runs as of October 2010 (top) and December 2012 (bottom) for different types of
module.
Table 5 shows mean values of the response-curve ENCs as well as logarithmic means of the
noise occupancy at 1 fC for all ten types of module. The last column of the table shows the ratios
of mean ENC values in December 2012 to those in October 2010, corrected (by at most 0.3%) to
compensate for the effects of small differences in module temperatures between the two periods.
After receiving 30 fb−1 of delivered luminosity, the noise remained almost unchanged for barrel
and endcap outer modules, while it increased by about 10% in the endcap middle modules with
CiS sensors and 6% in endcap inner modules with either Hamamatsu or CiS sensors. The me-
dian charge deposited by a minimum-ionising charged particle at normal incidence, measured in
threshold scans in beam tests, is 3.5±0.1 fC at a bias voltage of 300 V (0.15 fC lower at 150 V) for
unirradiated modules [43]. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio is about 13 for sensors of length 12 cm
and about 20 for endcap inner sensors. Even with the observed increase of ∼10% for some end-
cap sensors, the signal-to-noise ratio is safely higher than the value of nine needed for efficient
operation.
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Table 5. Mean values of ENC from response-curve tests and noise occupancies (NO) at 1 fC, obtained in
calibration runs in October 2010 and December 2012. Values are shown for each module type, separated
according to sensor manufacturer or crystal orientation. The mean temperatures measured by thermistors
mounted on the hybrid circuits of each module were around 2.5◦C for barrels 3–5, 10◦C for barrel 6 and
8◦C for the endcaps, and varied by less than one degree between October 2010 and December 2012. The
last column shows ratios of ENC values measured in 2012 to those measured in 2010 corrected for the small
temperature differences. Uncertainties in the ratios are less than 1%.
Module Type Manufacturer
October 2010 December 2012 <ENC>2012
<ENC>2010< ENC> < NO> < ENC> < NO>
Barrels 3–5
111 Hamamatsu 1470 7.5 ·10−6 1468 9.0 ·10−6 0.997
100 Hamamatsu 1362 1.6 ·10−6 1394 3.1 ·10−6 1.021
Barrel 6
111 Hamamatsu 1521 1.3 ·10−5 1524 1.5 ·10−5 1.001
100 Hamamatsu 1396 2.4 ·10−6 1436 4.8 ·10−6 1.028
EC inner
111 Hamamatsu 1069 — 1129 — 1.058
111 CiS 1070 — 1136 — 1.065
EC middle
111 Hamamatsu 1472 8.0 ·10−6 1469 2.1 ·10−5 1.000
111 CiS 1513 1.4 ·10−5 1662 9.5 ·10−5 1.102
middle short 111 CiS 895 — 1004 — 1.124
EC outer 111 Hamamatsu 1568 1.6 ·10−5 1553 3.9 ·10−5 0.993
The evolution of the response-curve noise as well as the front-end gains obtained in calibration
runs from 2010 to 2012 is shown in figure 14; modules are divided into ten different groups as in
table 5. All the gains are rather stable except the gradual and universal change of a few percent in
mid 2011 and early 2012, the reason for which is not clear.
As can be seen in figure 14, the noise decreased by about 7% in late 2010 when the fluence
level at the modules was around 1010 cm−2, a dose level of a few Gy. The noise drop varied
strongly with the strip location as shown by the chip-number dependence in figure 15 for barrel 5
as an example. It occurred systematically in all modules except those with <100> sensors. In
addition, the decrease occurred first in barrel 3 and later in barrel 6 indicating fluence-dependent
effects. Similar noise decreases were observed in the endcap modules but they strongly depended
on the module side. Disconnected strip channels showed no decrease. In 2011 and 2012, no such
noise decrease was observed, rather the noise returned to the original value and the chip-number
dependence disappeared as shown by the 2011 points in figure 15. A beam test at the CERN-
PS with a low rate reproduced qualitatively such a trend at a similar dose level. This unexpected
phenomenon is probably caused by charge accumulated on the sensor surface leading to effective
capacitance changes.
6.3 Alignment stability
While the alignment is determined using tracks (as described in section 4.2), the FSI system is used
to confirm the observation of movement in the SCT.
Figure 16 shows the variation of track-based alignment translations for the largest structures
during the pp collision data-taking period from May to June 2011. The corrections shown are
for translations in the global x direction. Movements of the detector are measured after hardware
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Figure 14. Integrated luminosity (top), noise (middle) and calibration gains of front-end amplifiers (bottom)
as a function of time. Modules are divided into ten different groups according to their module type, crystal
orientation<111> vs<100> and sensor manufacturer (Hamamatsu is labelled HPK). The blue shading and
label ‘HI’ indicate periods of heavy-ion running, while extended periods with no beam in the LHC during
which the SCT was off are shaded grey.
incidents such as toroid-magnet ramping as indicated in the first bin of figure 16. In between these
periods little (<1µm) movement is observed indicating that the detector is generally very stable.
The most important result from FSI measurements is that the SCT detector is found to be stable
at the µm level over extended periods of time, in agreement with the track-based alignment results
shown in figure 16. Figure 17 shows the SCT barrel-flange movement for a subset of grid lines
during a 72-hour period in May 2011. The lower plot shows the instantaneous luminosity during
this period. In the upper plot, the top three curves show the measurements from outer barrel-flange
lines (shifted by +3 µm), the three curves in the middle show the measurements from the middle
flange lines and the bottom three curves (shifted by−3 µm) show the measurements from the inner
flange lines. The colours correspond to those in figure 4c. The changes in the lengths of the flange
lines (movements) are most likely correlated to changes in power load (and hence temperature) in
the front-end amplifiers at high trigger rate, and indicate a radial expansion and relative rotation
of the barrels. The scale of the deviation is at the µm level and when the heating is removed the
detector returns to the same pre-pp-collision position. The very gradual trend observed in some
lines in figure 17 is due to the drift of the lasers over time, and does not reflect a physical effect on
the grid-line length.
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Figure 15. Chip-averaged noise as a function of chip number for several runs during 2010 (coloured points)
and at the end of year 2011 (black points) for barrel 5. Chips with <100> sensors are plotted separately.
Chip numbers and locations are indicated in the top diagram.
Date
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Figure 16. Subsystem-level track-based alignment corrections in the global x coordinate, Tx, performed on
a run-by-run basis starting from a common set of alignments. The subset shown covers a two-week period
during May and June 2011. The first data points here show the effect on the alignment constants of the
toroid-magnet ramping.
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Figure 17. Length deviation of barrel-flange interferometers during three days of LHC collision data-taking
in May 2011. In the upper plot, the lower three curves (shifted by −3 µm) show the measurements from
the inner layer, the three curves in the middle show the measurements from middle layer, the upper three
curves (shifted by +3 µm) show the measurements from the outer layer. The colours correspond to those in
figure 4c. The lower plot shows the instantaneous LHC luminosity.
Figure 18a shows the effect observed in the FSI during ramping of the solenoid magnetic field
in December 2009. The upper plots show the current in the magnet and the temperature of the gas
in the SCT; the lower plot shows the displacement of the barrel-flange grid lines. Displacements up
to 3 µm are observed while the field is ramping but the detector is observed to return to its initial
position at the end of the ramping process. In figure 18b, the effect of the toroid field is shown
for three barrel-flange lines. A displacement of 3 µm is correlated in time with a toroidal current
variation of 20 kA. This corresponds to the movement observed in the track-based alignment at the
end of May 2011 shown in figure 16. Another movement of about 0.5 µm can be correlated with
the short luminosity pulse observed on the same day at around 20:00 h.
6.4 Intrinsic hit efficiency
The intrinsic detector efficiency measures the probability of a hit being registered when a charged
particle traverses the sensitive part of an operational detector element. Disabled sensors and chips
are excluded from the measurement. Both a high intrinsic efficiency and a low non-operational
fraction are essential to ensure good-quality tracking.
The intrinsic efficiencies of the modules are measured by extrapolating well-reconstructed
tracks through the detector and counting the numbers of hits (clusters) on the track and ‘holes’
where a hit would be expected but is not found. The track extrapolation uses the full track fit de-
scribed in section 4.1 to compute the intersections of the track with all modules along its trajectory.
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Figure 18. Length deviations of SCT barrel-flange interferometers (a) during a cycle of the ATLAS solenoid
and (b) during a toroid-magnet ramping. In (a) the upper plot shows the solenoid current, the middle plot
the temperature of the gas inside the SCT volume and the lower plot the measured deviations. In (b) the
plots show, from top to bottom, the toroid current, the gas temperature, the measured deviations and the
instantaneous luminosity.
If a module side does not have a cluster associated to the track and the intersection point is more
than 3σ from the edge of the sensitive area, the absence is called a hole. The efficiency, ε , is
defined as the ratio of the number of clusters found to the number expected:
ε =
Nclusters
Nclusters+Nholes
(6.1)
where Nclusters is the number of clusters found and Nholes is the number of holes.
Combined inner detector tracks used to measure the efficiency must have at least six hits in the
SCT excluding the hit or hole under consideration, and transverse momentum pT > 1 GeV. Events
containing more than 250 reconstructed tracks are excluded from the efficiency measurement, to
reduce biases from reconstruction algorithms in high-occupancy events. To reduce any bias due
to the track fitting and pattern recognition criteria, which may be affected by residual misalign-
ments, clusters not already assigned to a track but within 200 µm of an intersection are included
in Nclusters in equation (6.1) and removed from Nholes. From a study of the residual distance of the
second-nearest cluster to a track it is estimated that only 4.4% of such clusters are due to random
associations or noise, and most result from hit-to-track assignment criteria applied during track
reconstruction. The inclusion of these clusters increases the efficiency by 0.014%. The distance
for inclusion of unassigned clusters is varied in the assessment of systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 19. Mean intrinsic hit efficiency for each layer of the SCT measured in proton-proton data at
√
s =
8 TeV in 2012. The dashed line indicates the overall mean value. The blue line and right-hand axis show the
fraction of strips in the layer which are disabled (dead or noisy).
Non-functioning complete module sides and chips (see section 3) are not included in the cal-
culation of the intrinsic efficiency; these amount to∼1% of the detector. The measured inefficiency
contains a contribution from isolated dead strips, including those which are disabled in reconstruc-
tion due to noise, for which no correction is applied.
The measured efficiency for each barrel and each endcap disk in 2012 is shown in figure 19.
These measurements use data recorded in a proton-proton run with low pile-up, with less than one
interaction per bunch-crossing on average. The overall efficiency is (99.74± 0.04)%, where the
error is systematic. The statistical error is negligible. The systematic uncertainty was estimated
by varying the distance within which unassigned hits are included from zero to 500 µm (+0.019−0.014%)
and by considering the change when only module sides for which a hit was registered in the other
side are used in the measurement (+0.036%). The overall systematic uncertainty is taken as the
(symmetrised) sum in quadrature of these two contributions. As a cross-check, the efficiency was
determined using different track selection criteria: varying the mimimum transverse momentum
requirement between 0.5 GeV and 2 GeV, reducing the requirement on the minimum number of
other SCT hits from six to five, and placing requirements on the number of hits in the pixel or
TRT detectors. These variations give values within the uncertainty estimated by requiring a hit on
the other module side. The efficiencies measured in the barrel and endcap regions separately are
(99.86±0.03)% and (99.59±0.05)% respectively. The efficiency measured in 2012 pp collisions
in the barrel region is very similar to the value of (99.78±0.01(stat.)±0.01(syst.))% measured in
cosmic-ray data in 2008 [5], indicating little change in detector performance over this period.
The variation in efficiency from layer to layer seen in figure 19 primarily results from dif-
ferences in the proportion of isolated disabled strips in each layer. The fraction of such strips in
each layer is also shown in figure 19, and a clear anti-correlation with efficiency is seen. While
there is some dependence on the distribution of disabled strips (i.e. single, pairs or larger groups),
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Figure 20. Mean intrinsic hit inefficiency for each layer of the SCT measured in proton-proton collision
data at
√
s = 8 TeV in 2012 as a function of the fraction of individual strips in the layer which are dead or
disabled due to noise. The statistical errors on the inefficiency values are smaller than the size of the data
points. The dashed lines show the results of linear fits for the barrel and endcaps separately.
on average the inefficiency is linearly dependent on the total fraction. This dependence is shown
in figure 20, where it can be seen that the inefficiency is dominated by the contribution from dis-
abled strips. A 1% fraction of disabled strips gives rise to an efficiency loss of about 0.52% in the
barrel and 0.75% in the endcap. The lower dependence in the barrel arises from the larger mean
cluster width.
6.5 Lorentz angle
Charge carriers in the silicon detectors are subject to the electric field, E, generated by the bias
voltage and oriented normal to the module plane, and to the magnetic field from the solenoid, B.
In the SCT endcap modules these fields are nearly parallel and the charge carriers drift directly
towards the electrodes. In the barrel modules these fields are perpendicular and the charge carriers
drift along the Lorentz angle, θL, with respect to the normal to the sensor plane. The value of
Lorentz angle is given by:
tanθL = µHB = γHµdB (6.2)
where µH is the Hall mobility, the product of the charge-carrier mobility in silicon µd and the
Hall factor γH, which is of order unity. The charge-carrier mobility depends on the bias voltage,
the thickness of the depleted region and the temperature [44]. For fully depleted modules, the
average shift in collected charge is approximately 10 µm, which is not negligible with respect to
the detector resolution and alignment precision. Measurements of the Lorentz angle for the SCT
sensors have previously been made in test-beams [43] and using cosmic-ray data collected prior to
LHC beam operation [5]. The latter measurements were shown to be compatible with the model
predictions for the charge-carrier mobility of ref. [44], within the uncertainties on these predictions.
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Figure 21. Cluster-size dependence on the particle incident angle for each SCT barrel for (a)<111> sensors
and (b) <100> sensors. The displacement of the minimum from zero is a measurement of the Lorentz
angle θL.
The very high number of tracks in the collision data now allows the Lorentz angle to be studied in
more detail than was possible using cosmic-ray data. In particular, differences in the charge-carrier
mobility mean that the expected Lorentz angle is different for sensors with different crystal lattice
orientations. In the studies presented here, sensors with <111> and <100> crystal orientations
are considered separately.
The Lorentz angle is measured from the dependence of the cluster size on the incident angle
of the particle. When the incident angle equals the Lorentz angle, all charge carriers generated by
the particle drift along the particle direction and, apart from charge diffusion, are collected at the
same point on the sensor surface, giving a minimum cluster size. The tilt of the barrel modules
with respect to the radial direction and correlations between particle transverse momentum and the
incident angle for particles originating near the beam axis give rise to a range of possible incident
angles for positive and negative particles. Reconstructed tracks are required to have pT > 400 MeV,
limiting the possible range of incident angles to approximately −30◦ < φlocal < −5◦ for positive
particles and−15◦ < φlocal < 10◦ for negative particles. Thus, only the tracks of negatively charged
particles are used to measure the Lorentz angle in collision data.
The dependence of the cluster size on the incident angle φlocal is shown in figure 21 for data
from each barrel. The figures on the left and on the right show the results for <111> and <100>
sensors, respectively. Data are fitted using a convolution of the function:
f (φlocal) = a |tanφlocal− tanθL|+b (6.3)
with a Gaussian distribution. The fitted parameters are the Lorentz angle, θL, the shape parameters,
a and b, and the width of the Gaussian. The electric field in the silicon, and thus the local Lorentz
angle, varies with distance from the electrodes. The measured values are averages over particle
paths within a sensor. Fits are performed separately for the inner and outer sides of each barrel
layer for several datasets recorded during 2011 and 2012. Results from the two sides of a layer
are compatible and are combined. The variation in Lorentz angle expected from the spread of
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module temperatures in a barrel of about 1◦C is negligible. Systematic uncertainties arising from
the choice of fit function are assessed by using an alternative asymmetric function, in which the
slope parameter a is allowed to take different values above and below the minimum. The mean
difference in measured Lorentz angle in each layer is taken as a systematic uncertainty correlated
among datasets, while the r.m.s. spread of the differences is used as an estimate of the systematic
uncertainty uncorrelated among datasets. In addition, a fit was performed on cosmic-ray data
with no magnetic field; the measured value of the Lorentz angle is compatible with zero, and the
precision of this check (0.12◦) is included as an additional systematic uncertainty, correlated among
all measurements.
Figure 22 shows measured values of the Lorentz angle for the innermost barrel for runs during
stable-beam periods in 2011 and 2012. The variation in measured Lorentz angle over this period is
no more than 0.1◦. The other barrel layers show similar stability.
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Figure 22. Average fitted values of the Lorentz angle for<111> and<100> sensors in the innermost barrel
for stable-beam running periods in 2011 and 2012; (a) shows results for the outer modules sides, while (b)
shows the inner module sides. The error bars show the combined statistical and uncorrelated systematic
uncertainties. In each case, the dashed line shows the average over the full 2011 and 2012 datasets, with the
correlated systematic uncertainty indicated by the shaded band.
The measured values of the Lorentz angle in the 2 T magnetic field, averaged over all datasets,
are shown in tables 6 and 7 and in figure 23. They are compared with the expectation using
the charge-carrier mobility from the models in refs. [44] and [45]. The main uncertainty in the
model predictions arises from knowledge of the drift velocity; the uncertainty in this is assumed
to be 5%, based on measurements using the time-of-flight technique. Non-uniformity of the elec-
tric field and uncertainties in temperature and magnetic field also contribute. The measurements
are compatible with the model predictions within at most twice the estimated uncertainties on these
predictions. The measured values of the Lorentz angle for the<100> sensors are approximately 1◦
lower than those obtained for <111> sensors. This is contrary to the expectation that a higher ex-
pected charge-carrier mobility in the <100> sensors should result in a higher value of the Lorentz
angle [45].
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Table 6. Measured values of the Lorentz angle in<111>modules, in a 2 T magnetic field at the average op-
erational temperature in the period from 2011 to 2012, compared with the model expectations of Jacoboni et
al. [44] and Becker et al. [45]. The uncertainties on the measurements include both statistical and systematic
contributions; those on the model predictions arise from uncertainties in the charge-carrier mobility.
<111>
Layer T [◦C] Measured θL[◦] Jacoboni et al. Model θL[◦] Becker et al. Model θL[◦]
Barrel 3 –2.1 4.28±0.23 3.88±0.29 3.50±0.34
Barrel 4 –1.7 4.26±0.22 3.87±0.29 3.50±0.33
Barrel 5 –1.3 4.30±0.15 3.86±0.29 3.49±0.33
Barrel 6 5.6 4.07±0.15 3.69±0.26 3.35±0.30
Table 7. Measured values of the Lorentz angle in <100> modules, in a 2 T magnetic field at the average
operational temperature in the period from 2011 to 2012, compared with the model expectations of Becker et
al. [45]. The uncertainties on the measurements include both statistical and systematic contributions; those
on the model predictions arise from uncertainties in the charge-carrier mobility. Barrel 4 has no <100>
modules.
<100>
Layer T [◦C] Measured θL[◦] Becker et al. Model θL[◦]
Barrel 3 –2.1 3.25±0.23 4.01±0.33
Barrel 5 –1.3 3.28±0.15 4.00±0.32
Barrel 6 5.6 3.24±0.15 3.82±0.28
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Figure 23. Measured values of the Lorentz angle θL in each layer of the SCT barrel (black points) for (a)
<111> sensors and (b) <100> sensors. The error bars include the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The red and blue lines show the expectations of the models of refs. [44] and [45] respectively, with the 1σ
uncertainties indicated by the hashed areas. The mean temperature of each layer is shown with the barrel
number; a higher temperature is maintained in the outermost layer, barrel 6, resulting in a lower expected
Lorentz angle.
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6.6 Energy loss and particle identification
Although the SCT is not designed to perform measurements of energy loss, dE/dx, and particle
identification, some discriminating power is available from the number of time bins above threshold
and the number of strips in a cluster. A more heavily ionising particle which deposits more charge
will produce a larger pulse height, which is more likely to be above threshold in the time bin
corresponding to the bunch crossing after the trigger. Moreover, a shorter path length is required to
deposit enough charge to be above threshold, so such a particle will tend to produce wider clusters.
Both of these expectations are exploited by calculating a quantity related to the energy loss of a
particle, dE/dxSCT, given by:
dE/dxSCT =
1
N∑i
wi cosαi (6.4)
where the sum runs over all the strips in all clusters assigned to the track, N is the number of
clusters assigned to the track and wi is a weight depending on the number of time bins which are
above threshold for that strip; by default wi is set equal to the number of time bins above threshold,
except for illegal time-bin patterns, which are given a weight of zero. The factor of cosαi, where
αi is the angle between the track and the normal to the silicon sensor, corrects for the path length
of the particle within the silicon.
Figure 24a shows dE/dxSCT as a function of momentum multiplied by charge for barrel-region
tracks from minimum bias data collected in 2010. To increase the number of protons in the sample,
the fraction of particles originating from secondary interactions in detector material is enhanced by
selecting tracks with large impact parameters with respect to the primary interaction vertex. The
protons can clearly be seen in the figure, forming a distinct band of highly ionising particles in the
low-momentum positive-charge region. This band is not seen for negative particles: the number
of anti-protons in the sample enhanced in the products of secondary interactions is expected to be
much smaller.
Particle identification is performed using a likelihood method. The probability density func-
tions for different particles are determined, in ranges of momentum, by fitting Gaussians to dis-
tributions of dE/dxSCT for particles identified as protons, kaons or pions on the basis of dE/dx
measured in the pixel detector [46]. Figure 24b shows the efficiency for tagging protons, defined as
the fraction of particles identified as protons using the pixel detector which are tagged as protons
using the SCT, as a function of the mistag rate for kaons; the mistag rate for kaons is defined as
the fraction of particles identified as kaons by the pixel detector which are tagged as protons by
the SCT. In the momentum range 400–550 MeV, a tagging efficiency for protons of more than 90%
can be achieved, with a mistag rate of less than 30% for kaons. The corresponding mistag rate for
pions is less than 4%.
Although the SCT has been shown to have some discriminating power, its use for particle
identification is limited to momenta below about 600 MeV. However, the peak position of the
dE/dxSCT distribution for protons may become a useful tool for monitoring radiation damage to
the sensors in future. The position of this peak was stable at the 5–10% level during 2010–2012
when radiation damage was negligible. Variations arising from drifts in detector timing relative
to the ATLAS trigger time were observed. Future use of this peak for monitoring depends on the
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Figure 24. (a) Energy loss measured in the SCT (see text for definition) as a function of momentum multi-
plied by charge for a sample of tracks enhanced in products of secondary interactions (see text). Tracks are
taken from minimum bias data collected during 2010, and required to be in the barrel region of the detector.
(b) Proton tagging efficiency as a function of the kaon mistag rate measured in 2011 minimum bias data.
stability of the detector timing and threshold, and will require data recorded in level mode (see
section 2.2) with time-bin information.
6.7 Measurement of δ -ray production
Energy deposition by charged particles in silicon leads to the production of secondary electrons,
called δ -rays, that can travel distances of several hundred microns and produce secondary ioni-
sation. These δ -rays may give hits in neighbouring strips that were not traversed by the primary
particle, and thus broaden clusters and bias the position measurement. It is thus important to check
that the rate and spectrum of δ -rays are simulated correctly.
The production of δ -rays in the barrel sensors has been measured and compared to simula-
tion by counting the number of clusters that are broader than expected from the angle of the track
traversing the sensor. The measurement uses good-quality tracks with at least eight SCT hits from
about 257 million minimum-bias events, together with about 300 million simulated events. Tracks
sharing one or more clusters with another track are removed from the analysis; the remaining con-
tamination of clusters arising from charge deposited by two or more primary particles is negligible.
The idea is illustrated in figure 25. Ignoring the effects of charge diffusion, the expected width,
we, of a cluster from a track with incident angle φlocal is given by
we = t(tanφlocal− tanθL) (6.5)
where t is the sensor thickness and θL is the Lorentz angle. The emission of a δ -ray may increase
the observed width, wo, as illustrated in figure 25. To identify δ -rays, clusters for which we <
80 µm are selected. The primary charge from such a particle can extend over at most two strips,
and observed clusters larger than this arise primarily from δ -ray production. The production of
a single δ -ray adds strips to one side of the cluster, leading to a shift in the cluster centroid, and
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a shift in the track residual8 of approximately (wo−we)/2. An example residual distribution for
clusters of width six strips is shown in figure 26a. The peak at ∼0.2 mm corresponding to single
δ -ray production is superimposed on a background centred around zero which arises from effects
such as multiple δ -ray production. The number of single δ -rays is estimated by fitting such residual
distributions to the sum of two Gaussian functions: one for the signal peak with a mean away from
zero and one for the background with a mean near zero. The choice of function is empirical, and is
found to model the distributions well, giving χ2/d.o. f values between 1.5 and 1.8.
detector 
thickness (t)
We
φLocal
ΘL
δ-ray
Wo
Expectation from track with δ-ray
x
Figure 25. Sketch of the geometric meaning of expected cluster width we and observed width wo. Only the
two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional path length L is shown. Here, x is the distance traversed
by a particular δ -ray as described in equation (6.6).
In order to quantify δ -ray production and study the dependence on various parameters, the
differential probability for a particle to emit a δ -ray that travels a distance x in the r–φ plane (i.e.
perpendicular to the strip direction) is modelled as:
dPδ =
AL
ρ
e−x/ρdx (6.6)
where ρ is the range (in the r–φ plane) of the δ -rays, to be determined. The integrated probability
from x = 0 to x = ∞ is the normalisation AL, where the dependence on path length in silicon,
L, is explicitly shown since δ -ray production must scale with L. The range ρ is obtained by
performing Gaussian fits to the residual distributions to determine the number of single δ -rays
in bins of observed width, and fitting the resulting numbers to an exponential distribution. An
example, for tracks with momentum p> 1.5 GeV and path length in silicon 320< L < 380 µm, is
shown in figure 26b.
The rate of δ -ray production, A, is obtained by integrating equation (6.6) to obtain the expected
number of single δ -rays in three consecutive wo bins, wo = 4, 5 and 6 strips. Clusters with w0 = 3
strips are not used because the signal peak is not well resolved leading to large uncertainties, while
for larger values of wo the statistics are limited.
8The cluster under consideration is removed from the track fit to remove any bias in the residual.
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Figure 26. (a) Distribution of residual magnitude in data for clusters with expected width we < 80 µm,
observed width wo = 6 strips, track path length in silicon between 275 µm and 450 µm and track momentum
p > 1 GeV. The curves show the fit to the sum of two Gaussian distributions. (b) Distribution, normalised
to the first bin, of the δ -ray signal (from fits to residual peaks) in bins of wo for tracks with p> 1.5 GeV and
path length in silicon between 320 µm and 380 µm. The fit to an exponential function is superimposed.
The range and rate parameters, ρ and A, are determined separately for each barrel, in bins
of L and track momentum. Values of both range and rate measured in the separate barrels and in
different ranges of L are consistent, and are combined.
The principal systematic uncertainty on these measurements arises from modelling of the
background with a single Gaussian distribution, estimated to be 5% on both range and rate. An
additional 3.5% arises from comparison of the measured values of ρ for different barrels, L and
momentum ranges. The estimation of A from the integral of equation (6.6) makes use of the fraction
of particles crossing one rather than two strips, which is not directly observed, but is approximated
as the ratio of one-strip to two-strip clusters. This approximation, which is valid if the δ -ray pro-
duction rate is low, adds an uncertainty of 2% to the rate. The overall systematic uncertainties on
the range and rate measurements are 6.1% and 6.4% respectively.
Figure 27 shows the measured values of the rate of δ -ray production and their range as a
function of track momentum. Data and simulation are seen to be in good agreement, validating the
description of δ -ray production in the simulation. The rate is expected to decrease with increasing
momentum by about 12% over the range studied. While the measurements are consistent with this
expectation, the errors are too large to resolve this variation. By integrating equation (6.6), the
overall probability of a particle emitting a δ -ray with a range of more than 40 µm (half the strip
pitch) when traversing a typical silicon thickness of 300 µm is found to be 1%.
7 Radiation effects
The radiation environment in the ATLAS inner detector is complex and comprises a full spec-
trum of particles (pions, protons, neutrons, photons, etc.), with energies ranging from TeV down
to thermal in the case of neutrons. Close to the interaction point the environment is dominated by
particles coming directly from the proton-proton collisions, but at larger radii albedo particles from
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Figure 27. Measured values of (a) rate per 300 µm path length and (b) range for δ -ray production in silicon
as a function of track momentum, p. The simulation points are artificially shifted by 0.1 GeV for clarity.
high-energy hadron and electromagnetic cascades in the calorimeters dominate the radiation back-
grounds in the inner detector. Advanced Monte Carlo event generator and particle transport codes
are required to simulate these environments. A review of the radiation backgrounds expected in
and around the ATLAS detector can be found in ref. [1]. Results from the most recent simulations
for the inner detector are given in section 7.1.
The deleterious effects of radiation on the SCT include: increasing leakage currents; charge
accumulation in silicon oxide layers; single-event upsets; decreasing signal-to-noise; changing
depletion voltages; and radiation-induced activation of components. Typically both sensors and
readout electronics are affected, but in the case of single-event upsets only the readout system is
impacted. The SCT system was designed to operate for fluences and doses corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 700 fb−1 at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. Up to December 2012 an
integrated luminosity of ∼ 29 fb−1 had been delivered to the ATLAS experiment, so the effects of
radiation on the detectors are expected to be small. However, the large number of SCT modules
has allowed robust statistical analyses to be performed. This is particularly true for the detec-
tor leakage-current measurements, described in section 7.2, which in turn were used to verify the
Monte Carlo fluence predictions. Some degradation effects, such as the change in detector deple-
tion voltage due to radiation-induced impurity states in the silicon, are being observed but are small
and still to be studied in detail. Fluence and dose measurements in the inner detector volume were
also obtained using a dedicated online radiation monitoring system, described in section 7.3. The
particular importance of the radiation monitoring system is to provide ionising-dose information,
which is not available from SCT measurements and is important for predicting degradation of the
read-out chips.
Single-event upsets have impacted SCT operations, and studies and measurements to under-
stand these effects are described in section 7.4. Some radiation effects were unexpected, such as
the anomalous leakage-current increase observed in some CiS sensors leading to additional noise
and DAQ issues. The impact of radiation effects on SCT operation and their mitigation is discussed
in section 7.5.
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Figure 28. Quarter slice through the inner detector region of the geometry constructed in the FLUKA
simulations. The colour contours represent the 1 MeV neutron-equivalent fluences, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1. The four white squares show the positions of the radiation monitors.
7.1 Simulations and predictions
Radiation background predictions in the inner detector have been performed with the FLUKA
particle transport code [47, 48]. A detailed description of the geometry and material of the ATLAS
detector, shielding and beam-line is constructed within the FLUKA framework. Simulations are
performed using the same criteria as described in refs. [1, 49], which also give definitions and
explanations of the radiation quantities used. The PYTHIA8 event generator [27] was used to
simulate the inelastic proton-proton collisions, for both
√
s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV corresponding to
2011 and 2012 running respectively. In past studies, the PHOJET [50] event generator was used,
but PYTHIA8 is now the preferred choice to take advantage of the significant effort by its authors
and the experiments to model and tune PYTHIA8 to describe the
√
s = 7–8 TeV LHC collision data.
The predictions for the fluences in the inner detector are typically ∼ 5% higher with PYTHIA8
than with PHOJET. A proton-proton inelastic cross section of 71.4 mb at
√
s = 7 TeV is predicted
by PYTHIA8, consistent with measurements [51–54].
The 1 MeV neutron-equivalent fluences [49] for
√
s = 7 TeV, normalised to one fb−1, are shown
in figure 28. The rise in the contours towards the endcaps is due to the increasing fluence of albedo
neutrons from secondary interactions in the endcap calorimeter material. Average values of the
fluences by region are given in table 8. The barrel values are averaged over the full length in z of
the layers, while the endcap values are averaged over each ring of a disk (see figure 2). Statistical
uncertainties on the predicted fluences are typically a few percent. Comparisons were also made
with simulations from the ATLAS GEANT4 framework. Although higher fluence values were
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Table 8. FLUKA predictions (
√
s = 7 TeV) for 1 MeV neutron-equivalent fluences in the SCT. The radiation
backgrounds originating from proton-proton collisions are symmetric in ± z in the inner detector. Statistical
uncertainties are typically 3–5%. Fluences and doses at
√
s = 8 TeV are predicted to be ∼ 5% higher than for√
s = 7 TeV [55].
1 MeV fluences per fb−1 (× 1011) [cm−2]
Endcap
Barrel Disk Outer Middle Inner
3 1.66 1 1.04 1.29 –
4 1.30 2 1.03 1.26 1.66
5 1.07 3 1.02 1.27 1.66
6 0.92 4 1.05 1.30 1.68
5 1.08 1.32 1.73
6 1.15 1.41 1.81
7 1.26 1.54 –
8 1.45 1.79 –
9 1.66 – –
Table 9. FLUKA predictions (
√
s = 7 TeV) for 1 MeV neutron-equivalent fluences, ionising dose and thermal
neutron fluence at the four different radiation-monitor locations; the positions of these are given in the second
and third columns. Fluences and doses at
√
s = 8 TeV are predicted to be ∼ 5% higher than for√s = 7 TeV.
Fluence and ionising-dose predictions per fb−1
Location r [cm] z [cm] φ1MeV [cm−2] Dose [Gy] nthermal [cm−2]
Pixel support tube 23 90 2.3× 1011 109 0.63× 1011
ID end plate 54 344 2.4× 1011 48 1.02× 1011
ID end plate 80 344 1.5× 1011 23 0.87× 1011
Cryostat wall 110 1 0.46× 1011 5.1 0.40× 1011
predicted, differences were typically less than 30% [55]. Table 9 shows the corresponding FLUKA
predictions for 1 MeV neutron-equivalent fluence, ionising dose and thermal neutron fluence at the
positions of the four radiation monitors, the locations of which can be seen in figure 28.
7.2 Detector leakage currents
The increase in detector leakage current is proportional to the 1 MeV neutron-equivalent fluence
and is sensitive to temperature and annealing effects. Leakage-current predictions are obtained
from two models, the Hamburg/Dortmund model [56, 57] and the Harper model [58], each using
different assumptions for the temperature-dependent annealing behaviour (see appendix A for de-
tails). Both models include self-annealing effects with various time constants. As a consequence,
the history of sensor temperature must be carefully tracked including warm-up periods, even if they
are short, and this is described in section 7.2.1. The sensor temperature during the periods without
cooling was assumed to be the same as the enviromental gas temperature, which was 17.5◦C during
the 2011–2012 winter shutdown.
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The largest uncertainty in the leakage-current predictions comes from the 1 MeV neutron-
equivalent fluence simulation, so the comparison of measurement with prediction is an important
check of the fluence simulations.
7.2.1 Temperature and leakage-current measurement
The measured leakage-current values IHV are normalised to those at a temperature of 0◦C, Inorm,
using the temperature scaling formula for the silicon bulk generation current:(
Inorm
IHV
)
=
(
Tnorm
Tmeas
)2
exp
[
−Egen
2kB
(
1
Tnorm
− 1
Tmeas
)]
(7.1)
where Tmeas (Tnorm) is the sensor (normalisation) temperature, Egen the effective generation energy
of 1.21 eV [59] and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The sensor temperature is deduced from the
temperature measured by thermistors mounted on the hybrid circuits. For the barrel modules, FEM
thermal simulations predict the average sensor temperature to be 3.7±1.0◦C below the thermistor
temperature, and to vary by only ∼0.2◦C across the sensor. Predicted temperature differences for
the endcap sensors have large uncertainties. Furthermore a systematic difference in the raw leakage
current between the two sides A and C exists, the reason for which is currently under investigation.
Therefore results are presented below for the barrel only.
Figure 29 shows module-by-module distributions of high voltage, hybrid temperature and raw
leakage current per module as well as the normalised leakage current per unit volume at 0◦C for
the innermost barrel of the SCT. Periodic increases in raw leakage current, which arise from higher
temperatures in one cooling loop, disappear after temperature normalisation, resulting in a distri-
bution which is quite flat along z, a reflection of the flat pseudorapidity distribution of secondary
particles in minimum-bias events. Similar flat distributions are seen in all other barrel layers.
7.2.2 Leakage-current evolution and comparison with predictions
In 2010 and 2011, when the leakage currents were small, electrical noise from the FSI alignment
system interfered with the measurements, and the study of the leakage currents was limited to
periods when the FSI system was off. No such restrictions were necessary in 2012.
Figure 30 shows the average leakage current of each barrel layer compared with the predictions
of the Hamburg/Dortmund model [56, 57]. The coloured bands indicate 1σ uncertainties on the
model predictions. They were calculated by varying each parameter of the model by ±1σ and
then adding the deviations in quadrature. Uncertainties on temperature measurements (±1◦C) and
delivered luminosities (±3.7%) are also taken into account; the uncertainty on the FLUKA fluence
simulations is not included. The Harper model [58] predicts quite similar profiles but with about
15% larger values systematically. The total uncertainties on the model predictions are at the level of
±20%. The major uncertainties come from two parameters (k0I and EI) in the Hamburg/Dortmund
model (see appendix A for details), but from one current-damage constant (A1) with an annealing
time of 833 days at −7◦C in the Harper model. For all barrel layers, the data are within the
uncertainties of the model predictions over a period of 2.5 years and four orders of magnitude
in leakage current. This strongly suggests that the radiation fluences are well described by the
FLUKA predictions.
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Figure 29. From top to bottom: high voltage (HV), hybrid temperature (Thybrid), measured leakage current
(IHV) and normalised leakage current per unit volume at 0◦C (Ivol) for each module of barrel 3 as of December
2012. The temperature of each module is measured by two thermistors; values from those mounted on the
inner (outer) sides of modules are shown in blue (red).
7.3 Online radiation monitor measurements
In addition to the SCT leakage-current measurements, the online radiation monitoring system also
offers important information on fluences and doses in the inner detector volume. Details can be
found in refs. [60, 61] and only a brief description is given here. The radiation-monitor packages
provide measurements of non-ionising energy loss (NIEL), total ionising dose (TID) and thermal
neutron fluence. NIEL is monitored using p-i-n diodes and two methods are employed. The first
measures the increase in the forward voltage for a given forward current and is used for determin-
ing NIEL in the fluence range 109 to 5 · 1012 n/cm2. This method exploits the increase in silicon
resistivity from radiation due to degradation in minority-carrier lifetime. The second method mea-
sures the increase in leakage current in a way similar to the SCT silicon sensors. TID is measured
with radiation-sensitive p-MOSFET transistors (RadFETs). Ionising radiation creates electron-hole
pairs in the silicon oxide; positive charge is trapped in the gate oxide, and an increasing negative
gate voltage must be applied for a given drain current. The increase in gate voltage provides a
measure of the total ionising dose. The thickness of the oxide layer defines the sensitivity and
range of doses that can be measured and different RadFETs are used to cover the required dynamic
range. Measurements of TID are of particular interest for predicting degradation of the SCT front-
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Figure 30. Comparison between data (points) and Hamburg/Dortmund model predictions (lines with uncer-
tainties shown by the coloured bands) of the leakage current per unit volume at 0◦C (Ivol) of the four barrel
layers. The integrated luminosity and the average sensor temperatures are also shown. The blue shading and
label ‘HI’ indicate periods of heavy-ion running, while extended periods with no beam in the LHC during
which the SCT was off are shaded grey.
end chips, and the radiation monitors provide the only online information about TID near to the
SCT. Thermal neutron fluence is estimated from the decrease in common-emitter-current gain of
n-p-n bipolar transistors, which are the same as those used in the SCT read-out chips. The gain in
these transistors is degraded due to bulk damage caused by fast hadrons and by thermal neutrons.
Since the 1 MeV equivalent fluence of fast hadrons is known from measurements with diodes, the
contribution of thermal neutrons can be estimated from the gain degradation [60].
The measured voltages and leakage currents are converted to fluences and doses using param-
eterisations based on calibrated irradiation data [60]. Figure 31 shows measurements of TID and
NIEL at the four sets of locations shown in figure 28 and listed in table 9. The NIEL measurements
for the pixel support tube and inner detector end-plate locations are obtained from the reverse cur-
rent increase, whereas the values for the cryostat wall are obtained using the forward bias method.
The measurements are average values from sensors at the same r and |z| placed at different azimuth
angles φ . The shaded bands represent the r.m.s. of the measurements with a 20% systematic error
added in quadrature. The systematic error is dominated by the sensor calibration precision from
the irradiations and the measured sensor temperature. The predicted fluence and dose are shown
as dotted lines and are obtained by multiplying the values from table 9 by the delivered integrated
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luminosity at a certain date. Very good agreement between measurement and simulation can be
seen, especially for TID.
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Figure 31. (a) Total ionising dose (TID) and (b) non-ionising energy loss (NIEL) in 1 MeV neutron-
equivalent fluence measured at four different sets of locations in the inner detector. Each location is drawn
with a different colour. Coloured bands represent measurement uncertainties. The simulated values at each
location are shown with black dotted lines. The simulated values of NIEL for the pixel support tube and ID
end plate (r = 54 cm) are very similar.
The base current in transistors increases with increasing integrated luminosity. At the end of
2012 it has increased by about 10 nA from an initial value of 70 nA (at 10 µA collector current) in
the most exposed transistors on the pixel support tube and inner detector end-plates. This increase
is consistent with a thermal neutron fluence of the order of 1012 n/cm2, which is in agreement with
the FLUKA calculations in table 9.
7.4 Single-event upsets
As well as causing damage to the sensors and on-detector readout electronics, radiation can also
cause ‘soft errors’, or single-event upsets (SEUs), in the SCT on-detector electronics. SEUs can
induce bit flips in the static registers of the ABCD chips, and can also affect the on-detector p-i-n
diodes. In both cases clear SEU signals have been identified in data from the barrel modules, as
summarised below; more details can be found in ref. [62].
The registers in the ABCD chips are not protected against SEU, and test-beam studies have
measured a small but non-zero SEU cross-section [63]. In the SCT, a direct read-back of register
values is not possible, so the analysis of SEU rates uses the sudden increase in occupancy from
individual chips which can arise when a bit is flipped in the threshold registers. In particular, the
threshold registers use an 8-bit DAC, with the fifth bit usually set to one. When this bit is flipped,
the chip outputs the maximum number of strips (128) for each trigger. A few problematic chips
which gave spurious SEU-like noise bursts were removed from the analysis. A verification of the
SEU hypothesis is provided by studying the correlation between SEU rate and module occupancy.
Figure 32a shows the SEU rate as a function of cluster occupancy in a module; occupancy is
proportional to flux. The data show the expected linear behaviour. The apparent saturation observed
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at high occupancy partially arises from the requirement in the analysis that there be at most one
SEU per chip per run.
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Figure 32. (a) SEU rate in the ABCD DAC register versus module cluster occupancy in a run. (b) Mean
number of SEUs per module per level-1 trigger (L1A) in a run versus cluster occupancy in that module and
run. Note that in each case same module contributes to several bins depending on the cluster occupancy
recorded in different runs. The lines show the results of linear fits through the origin.
Another measurable effect of SEUs is the desynchronisation of individual modules from the
rest of the ATLAS readout. Triggers are transmitted to the modules via optical links, and test-
beam studies have demonstrated that an SEU arising from a relatively small energy deposition in
the receiving p-i-n diode can cause a bit flip in a discriminator [64] and may lead to a missing
trigger. Desynchronisation is flagged when the trigger count in the ROD differs from the trigger
count received from the module, and the mismatch persists until the module is reset. Figure 32b
shows the average number of SEUs per module per level-1 trigger in a run versus cluster occupancy
for that module in the run. This shows the expected linear trend, confirming that these errors are
genuine SEUs. Further confirmation of the SEUs hypothesis comes from the observation that
the number of SEUs in a module correlates with decreasing p-i-n diode current, as expected and
measured in the test-beam studies [64].
7.5 Impact of radiation on detector operation and its mitigation
The SCT power-supply system incorporates adjustable trip limits for various parameters which
are set to ensure that faults are quickly identified and addressed. Most parameters are stable, but
as described in section 7.2, significant increases in leakage currents were observed in the SCT
throughout 2011 and 2012. Throughout 2010, module trip limits were maintained at 5 µA, which
was comfortably above leakage currents for unirradiated modules, but low enough to flag power-
supply issues. The limits were increased to 50 µA and then 100 µA in 2011 and 2012 respectively,
to track the evolution of the current.
During running early in 2012 a significant fraction (27%) of the modules with CiS-
manufactured sensors started to exhibit anomalously high and varying leakage currents after a
few hours of proton-proton collisions. Figure 33a shows the leakage-current profile with time for
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Figure 33. (a) Leakage current (blue) observed in May 2012 together with high voltage (red) for one
endcap module showing anomalous behaviour. (b) Leakage current (blue) and high voltage (red), observed
in November 2012, of typical endcap modules with sensors manufactured by Hamamatsu (left) and CiS
(right). Periods with LHC colliding beams are indicated by the green bands at the top of the figure in
each case.
one such module, illustrating the leakage current with the module at standby (50 V) and fully on
(150 V). In this example the current increases significantly during the course of each run; at the
same time there was an abnormally high increase in noise sufficient to provoke a ROD busy signal
and prevent data taking. The behaviour was mitigated by reducing the HV by typically 30–40 V
specifically for the modules associated with the high noise; for those modules the HV still remained
above the highest depletion voltage of the sensors within the module so that hit efficiency was not
impacted.
Empirically it was found that setting all CiS modules to 5 V during standby (instead of 50 V)
prevented the more severe current increases associated with the noise problems, though the cur-
rent profile during the run still varied widely. The modules which had previously provoked ROD
busy signals continued to be operated with the reduced HV. Figure 33b shows typical beam-time
behaviours of HV and current in late 2012. Modules with Hamamatsu sensors (left) show the ex-
pected flat current profiles while those with CiS sensors (right) exhibit varying current behaviours
during beam time. The last run in these plots corresponds to a day-long calibration run with no
beam and all currents stayed constant. The cause of the current anomalies has not been understood,
though it is clearly correlated with the presence of radiation. The behaviour may evolve as the
sensors experience further radiation damage in future.
The online monitoring flags very noisy modules caused by SEUs in the ABCD registers, al-
lowing shifters to do prompt resets. Even if a shifter fails to respond, the regular module resets
limit the data loss to a tolerable level (typically the loss of one chip for up to 30 minutes). The
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DAQ detects trigger synchronisation errors and resets the counters and pipelines for the module
with errors. This procedure takes about 30 s and therefore reduces the data loss resulting from
SEUs in the p-i-n diodes to a negligible level, as illustrated in figure 7.
8 Conclusions
The operation and performance of the ATLAS semiconductor tracker during 2009–2013 are de-
scribed in this paper. During this period, more than 99% of detector modules were operational,
and more than 99% of data collected by the ATLAS experiment had good SCT data quality. The
frequency-scannning interferometry system showed the position of the detector to be stable at the
micron level over long periods of time. Measurements of the increase in leakage currents with time
are consistent with the radiation-damage predictions. The differences between data and simulation
are typically less than 30%. This level of agreement exceeds expectations, and provides confidence
in the fluence predictions. The verification of the simulations will be repeated at higher beam en-
ergies in future. Single event upsets have been identified and measured in the barrel module data,
and a strategy for their mitigation implemented.
The detector occupancy was found to vary linearly with the number of interactions per bunch
crossing, up to the maximum of 70 interactions per crossing, where it is less than 2% in the inner-
most barrel layer (which has highest occupancy). The intrinsic hit efficiency of the detector was
measured to be (99.74±0.04)%, and the noise occupancies of almost all chips remained below the
design requirement of 5×10−4.
Measured values of the Lorentz angle are compatible with model predictions within at most
twice the estimated uncertainties on those predictions. The measured values for sensors with
<100> crystal orientation are approximately 1◦ lower than for those with <111> crystal ori-
entation, contrary to the expectation that a higher expected charge-carrier mobility in the sensors
with <100> crystal orientation should result in a higher value of the Lorentz angle.
Despite the binary readout, some particle identification from energy-loss measurements is
possible: the discriminating power arises from the number of time bins above threshold and cluster
widths. The position of the proton energy-loss peak was found to be stable at the 5–10% level
during 2010–2012. The position of this peak may become a useful tool for monitoring radiation
damage in future. The production of δ -rays in the silicon sensors was measured, and is found to be
in good agreement with expectations.
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A Estimation of the bulk leakage current using models
It is assumed that the whole period from the beginning of the experiment to the present time is
divided into n time segments. During each time segment with a time interval of δ ti[s], a sensor at a
bulk temperature of Ti is supposed to receive a 1 MeV neutron-equivalent fluence of δΦ
eq
i [cm
−2].
The prediction of the leakage current In(Tref)[A/cm3] at the end of time segment n can be calculated
using the annealing formulae given below, where Tref is the reference temperature used in the
model. For the comparison with data, the temperature scaling in equation (7.1) is used to convert
the predicted values to those at 0◦C.
1. Hamburg/Dortmund model:
the Hamburg/Dortmund model for the bulk leakage current is based on the work by
M. Moll [56] and O. Krasel [57].
In(Tref)≡ Iexpn + Ilogn =
n
∑
i=1
δΦeqi ·αI · exp
(
− t
I
n,i
τI(Tref)
)
+
n
∑
i=1
δΦeqi (α
∗
0 −β log(t logn,i /t0))
(A.1)
tIn,i =
n
∑
j=i
δ t j
τI(Tref)
τI(Tj)
, t logn,i =
n
∑
j=i
δ t jΘA(Tj) (A.2)
1
τI(T )
= k0I · exp(− EIkBT ), ΘA(T ) = exp
(
−E
∗
I
kB
[
1
T
− 1
Tref
])
(A.3)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, αI =(1.23±0.06)×10−17 A/cm, k0I = 1.2+5.3−1.0×1013 s−1,
EI = (1.11± 0.03) eV, α∗0 = 7.07× 10−17 A/cm, β = 3.29× 10−18 A/cm, E∗I = (1.30±
0.14) eV, Tref = 21◦C and t0 = 1 min. The uncertainties on α∗0 and β cannot be found in
the references and are set to ±10%.
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2. Harper model:
the Harper model for the bulk leakage current is based on the work by R. Harper [58].
In(Tref)≡
n
∑
i=1
gn,i ·α(Tref) ·δΦeqi (A.4)
gn,i =
5
∑
k=1
{
Ak
τk
ΘA(Ti)δ ti
[
1− exp
(−ΘA(Ti)δ ti
τk
)]
exp
(
− 1
τk
n
∑
j=i+1
ΘA(Tj)δ t j
)}
(A.5)
where α(Tref = 20◦C) = (4.81±0.13)×10−17 A/cm is the current-related damage constant.
The annealing effects are divided into five different components (k = 1 to 5) with annealing
time constants of τk and amplitudes Ak as given in table 10. ΘA(T ) is the Arrhenius function
used to scale the annealing time. It gives the annealing rate at a temperature T relative to the
rate at the reference temperature of Tref:
ΘA(T ) = exp
(
EI
kB
[
1
Tref
− 1
T
])
, EI = 1.09±0.14eV. (A.6)
Table 10. Annealing time constants and amplitudes at Tref = 20◦C of the Harper model.
k τk [min] Ak
1 (1.2 ± 0.2) ×106 0.42 ± 0.11
2 (4.1 ± 0.6) ×104 0.10 ± 0.01
3 (3.7 ± 0.3) ×103 0.23 ± 0.02
4 124 ± 2.5 0.21 ± 0.02
5 8 ± 5 0.04 ± 0.03
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